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INTRODUCTION. 
      In the last 15 years an ongoing energy transition is visible in the Dutch electricity sector. According to 

the 13th PricewaterhouseCooper Annual Global Power & Utilities Survey (2013), the power sector currently 
experiences substantial pressures, and “94% of the CEO’s predict complete transformation or important 
changes to the power utility business model”.

Transition of a sector that is important for all western economies is not something that should be left on 
it’s behalf according to the proponents of a sustainable development. There are many policy documents, 
theories and research available about the electricity sector showing that society is concerned about the 
problems in the sector. Two trends, sustainability and liberalization, reflect this engagement. The question 
how these transformations come about, is therefore relevant for society. The related question of agency, 
wether processes are on a level beyond influence of these companies, or as a result of willful action on 
company level, is equally important for governance.

In practice we can observe there are differences between companies. In fact, management theory is based 
on the condition that differences exist and willful action of the management is possible. Transition theory on 
the other hand additionally offers insight in the long term process of transformation, as co-evolutionary 
processes. According to Farla et al (2012, p.2), the role of agency and differentiated actor strategies in energy 
transitions is under-explored. Can management theory deliver a theoretical contribution to transition theory 
(Geels, 2011, p.30), and especially contribute in the understanding of the role of actor strategies in 
transitions?

Research that takes a closer look at the role of incumbent electricity companies strategies at 
organizational level within a transitionary process is therefore relevant. The following research is concerned 
with mapping and analyzing how different incumbents have developed different strategies between 1995 and 
2005 to anticipate or shape the ongoing transitions in the electricity regime. The company-level analysis of 
this contemporary period contributes to a better understanding of the role of agency in the transition of the 
Dutch electricity sector. Furthermore this research explores the prospects of a theoretical contribution from 
management theory to transition sciences.

The research questions were stated as:
I. How and why did Dutch electricity companies respond differently to the ongoing energy transition?

II. What are the implications of this research for the Multi level Perspective?

Reading guide
This document starts with a literature review about the available theories regarding transitions and how 

this study is placed in relation with previous research. Then the research design, the data selection, and 
methods and tools are explained in the methods section. The findings are arranged in two consecutive 
periods of change. A Multi level analysis with detailed narratives, based on visual mapping and content 
analysis, is used to explain how and why these companies responded differently to multilevel dynamics. 
Each analysis of a period concludes with a list of similarities and differences. A strategy analysis serves to 
explain the responses of the incumbents that are apparent in the detailed narratives using the general strategy 
modes of Wiltbank et al. (2006) . In the conclusions sections both analysis methods are combined to derive 
patterns and to formulate hypothesis for a theoretical generalization of the findings. The implications of the 
findings for the Multi level Perspective are discussed in the discussion section.

! !
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1. LITERATURE REVIEW !
1.1 The field of sustainable transition sciences.

Over the past 10-15 years an emerging field of ‘sustainable transitions’ studies has gained increased 
attention, with a steep increase in the number of papers published and number of citations. Sustainable 
transitions is a relevant field of research because of the fundamental sustainability challenges in multiple 
domains (IEA, 2011), like the depletion of resources and climate change. To counter the negative effects of 
these sustainability challenges it is generally assumed that fundamental transformation is needed. Transition 
studies have received increasing attention from policy actors (OECD, 2011; UNEP, 2011). The sustainable 
transition studies provides a framework to understand such transformations. The idea of technological 
determinism of the early 20th century was abandoned and the consideration of the role of actors in transitions 
was stepwise increased. For instance, the introduction of the concept socio-technical system1 (Geels, 2004) 
related production domain, distribution and consumption domain. It therefore allowed the consideration of 
the influence of a wider scope of actors; for instance the product users, distributors, sciences and labour 
forces etc. Transitions are defined as a radical change from one socio-technical system to another (Grin et al. 
2010, p.11). Innovation is an inherent aspect of transitions; transitions can also be considered to be system 
innovations (Elzen, B., Geels, F. W., & Green, K.,2004). The introduction of the book ‘Transitions to 
Sustainable development’ (Grin, Schot, & Rotmans 2010) portrays sustainable transition as a ‘response’: 
“the radical transformation towards a sustainable society as response to a number of persistent problems 
confronting contemporary modern societies” ( p.1). It is the required speed, directionality, scope and 
coherence of such a ‘response’ what makes agency an inherent part of this field of research. 
1.2 Four frameworks.

Four prominent frameworks have been developed that use this idea of the socio-technical system to study 
or influence sustainable transitions: Transition Management (Rotmans et al. 2001), Strategic Niche 
Management (Kemp et al., 1998), the Multi Level Perspective (Geels, 2002) and Technological Innovation 
systems (Jacobsson and Johnson, 2000). Each framework emphasizes different aspects of the socio-technical 
system. Transition management (TM) for instance uses reflexive governance approaches (Grin, 2006) for the 
active intervention and dialog between managements of incumbent companies and other actors. Research on 
technological innovation systems (TIS) highlights the systemic nature since it focusses on key processes, the 
‘system functions’, of the system and their interactions or, ‘motors of change‘ (Suurs, 2009). Strategic Niche 
Management (SNM) and the Multi level perspective (MLP) emphasize transitions as the interplay between 
three ‘levels’ that represent different kinds and strengths of structuration 2. Strategic Niche management 
focusses on the study of protected spaces, the ‘Niches’, that escape regime selection and direction, and the 
search for methods for their deliberate creation and protection. Niches are assumed to be the locus of 
variation. These frameworks build on two main concepts of transition studies: the socio technical system and 
the socio technical regime which may emphasize particular forms of agency as will be shown in the next 
paragraph. 
1.3 Two main concepts of these frameworks.

Frank W. Geels contributed to the establishment of the idea of the socio technical system (st-system) in 
innovation studies and transition studies. The concept, based on earlier work of Geels (2002ab) and Rip and 
Kemp (1998)3, helped to consider the influence of multiple factors such as scientific knowledge, finance and 
user practice as an integrated system consisting of elements, artifacts, knowledge, capital, labour, cultural 
meaning etc. and “linkages between elements necessary to fulfill societal functions” (Geels 2004 p.900). 
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 This socio technical system thus provided a 
functional conceptual lens (Geels 2004 p.901). 
The elements have a physical or non-physical 
nature; therefore ‘linkages’ can be assumed to 
be purely physical or between physical and 
non-physical (ideas, knowledge etc.). This 
functional model shows agency as quasi-
evolutionary processes (Rip 1992, Schot 1992) 
in which actors anticipate to future selection 
environments. However the question of 
coherence needed a deeper explanation. 
"Societal functions can be fulfilled because 
these heterogeneous aspects are linked and 
work together. Because the elements are linked together, a socio-technical configuration4 has 
coherence" (Geels, 2002a: 15). Coherence is not automatic. ”...but are the outcome of the activities of human 
actors" (Geels, 2004, p.900). Geels (2004) focusses on social processes of intra-group coordination (p.900) 
and inter-group coordination (p.901). To study these social processes that provide coordination the st-system 
was supplemented with the concept of the socio-technical regime (st-regime). Geels explains st-regimes as 
"deep- structure or grammar of ST-systems, ... carried by the social groups” (2004, p.905). Since deep 
structure is one for the four foundational paradigms5 of agency (Gioia & Pitre, 1990 in Geels & Schot, 2007 
p.414) using the st-regime as conceptual lens is likely to cause a focus on this particular kind of agency.

The socio-technical regime, introduced by Geels and Kemp in 2000 (p.9) enabled to study the ‘meta 
coordination’ (inter-group coordination) between regimes6. The regime (based on the ‘technological regime’ 
of Nelson and Winter (1977 and 1982)) is defined as the set of rules in a social group. Figure x shows those 
groups partly overlap certain sub-functions of the st-system. Geels exemplifies some social processes that 
provide coordination: "they share a particular language (‘jargon’), tell similar stories of their past and 
future, meet each other at particular fora, often read the same journals etc." (p.900)

 Likewise st-regimes are defined as sets of 
rules 7; more specifically as the sets of rules that 
are shared between the regimes. "st-regimes do 
not encompass the entirety of other regimes, but 
only refer to those rules, which are aligned to 
each other" (Frank W. Geels 2004 p.905). The 
‘Alignment’ complements the idea of linkages in 
the st-system as a non-tangible social effect, also 
referred to as a ‘common logic’ (Vleuten in 
Verbong et al. 2012 Page 76 - 77), and similar to 
the concept of ‘cognitive similarity’ used in 
management sciences (see Murniekset al.2011). The idea of alignment follows from evolutionary economics 
(Dosi,1982; Nelson &Winter 1982) and relates to the mechanisms behind co-evolution. "The alignment 
between rules gives a regime stability, and ‘strength’ to coordinate activities." (Geels, 2004, p.905) This 
stability, strength and coordination is also referred to as ‘strong structuration’ (Giddens, 1979). The st-regime 
as conceptual lens is therefore likely to magnify processes of coordination in agency as for instance in ‘social 
learning’ (Geels, 2004, p709); or as an influence embedded in the social processes that are related with 
evolving rule sets, for instance: imitation, expectations, narratives, institutionalization, etc. These two main 

Figure 1-1 Socio technical system (Geels, 2004, p.900)

Figure 1-2 Socio technical regime (Geels, 2004, p905)
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6 In Geels (2004) technology or policy are referred to as regimes; in Geels (2002) these are also referred to as ʻdimensions of the st-
regimeʼ
7 "I understand regimes as semi-coherent sets of rules, which are linked together." (Frank W. Geels 2004 p.904)



concepts give substance to two of the three analytical dimensions that Geels defined. "systems, actors and 
institutions/rules” (2004 p.899). Geels defined actors as an explicit analytical dimension, but the actor as 
analytical dimension is not given substance with such clear concepts. Geels (2004) does however list some 
interaction mechanisms between actors and st-systems and between actors and st-regime for instance: actor 
interaction i.e. "struggle, form alliances, exercise power, negotiate, and cooperate" (p.907), actor-structuring 
(p.907), strategic game-dynamics ( p.909), and co-evolution in st-systems as result of multiple games (p.
909). 
1.4 The Multi Level Perspective.

One of the most prominent frameworks is the Multi Level Perspective (MLP). In the MLP, Landscape, 
regime and niches are based on the model of dynamics of socio-technical change of Rip and Kemp (1996)

Figure 1-3 Three levels as nested hierarchy in the Multi Level Perspective (Geels, 2002, p.1261)

 Transitions come about as the result of the interplay of processes in different ‘levels’. These levels 
mainly refer to differences in structuration (Geels 2004 p.913) and in selection forces (Geels, 2004, p912, 
p916). The interplay of these processes within and across levels creates stability, but also offers routes for 
system innovation (Geels, 2004, p.914). Geels and Schot (2007) offer a typology of such routes or ‘transition 
pathways’ based on Suarez & Oliva (Suarez & Oliva, 2005 in Geels & Schot, 2007 p.403). For all pathways 
change and interaction between the ‘regime dimensions’8 plays a prominent role9. 

The socio-technical Landscape is a metaphor for the influence of long term trends or shocks on st-
regimes. These trends or shocks can be social (for instance globalization), technological (for instance ICT) or 
ecological/physical (externalities and feedbacks)10; These long term trends or shocks cannot be influenced in 
the short run and directly by the st-regimes or by the niches. The structuration of the landscape is 
characterized by longer time scales (Braudel, 1995)(Geels & Schot, 2007, p.403) and exerts influence as 
“deep structural gradients of force that make some actions easier than others” (Grin et al., 2010, p.28). 
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The meso-level can contain multiple st-regimes. It can be considered to be the ‘main’ level for MLP; 
other levels are derived concepts (Geels, 2011, p.26) . The occurrence of incremental innovation is explained 
as the result of st-regime stability: "the meso-level of st-regimes accounts for stability of existing 
technological development and the occurrence of trajectories." (Geels F. W. 2002 p.1261); "Technological 
regimes create stability because they guide the innovative activity towards incremental improvements along 
trajectories” (Rip and Kemp 1998 in Geels F. W. 2002 p.1259) The st-regime is also considered to be 
responsible for lock-in (Grin, 2010, p.20). Furthermore this level forms the locus of selection for 
innovations: "In evolutionary terms, st-regimes thus function as selection and retention mechanism (deep 
structure)" (Geels,  2002 p.1260). Novelties or radical innovations that are created in protected area’s may be 
selected by the st-regime. 

Niches represent protected area’s; for instance small firms in small networks that develop innovative 
technologies for specific (niche) markets. Also R&D laboratories or subsidized demonstration projects can 
be considered to be niches. Niches are assumed to be the main locus for variation in MLP due to their low 
structuration (Geels 2004, p.913), and "are crucial for system innovations" (Geels, 2004, p.913). 
Furthermore niches interact with st-regimes and all st-regime dimenisons (Smith, 2007)

For research purposes numerous tools, methods and concepts were developed. For example the concept of 
predictable trajectories; co-evolution of trajectories; tensions; (mis)alignments; seven regime dimensions 
(Geels 2002; Smith 2007); five discursive framings dimensions Geels and Verhees 2011 in Geels, 2011, p.
30); a classification of regime-rules in cognitive - regulative and normative rules; niche internal and external 
processes; a typology of five transition pathways (Grin, 2010, p.54); a typology of transitions in endogenous 
renewal - reorientation of trajectories - emergent transformation - and purposive transitions (Berkhout et al. 
2004; Fig. 2 in Geels and Schot, 2007 p.401) etc..

The seven regime dimensions11 of Smith (2007 p.429) based on Geels (2002), deserve closer attention 
because regime-dimensions play a key role in the process of (mis)alignments in the st-regime which 
constitutes the stability and change in the st-regime (Geels & Schot, 2007; Geels, 2002, 2004; Smith, 2007). 
A regime-dimension is theoretically part of the st-regime and therefore represents a ‘set of rules’. In practice 
however st-regime is often used as shorthand for st-system (Geels, 2011, p.31). Furthermore Geels definition 
of ‘dimensions’ in 2002 ( p.1262) and Geels definition of ‘regimes‘ (2004, p.905) mentioned earlier partly 
overlap12 13. Smith’s regime dimensions contain sets of rules but also st-system elements14; for instance 
‘cultural meaning’ and ‘knowledge’. In practice Smith (2007) used the seven dimensions to study both st-
system elements and regime ‘sets of rules’. In such an approach ‘infrastructures’ (dimension 2) for instance, 
refers both to the tangible infrastructures and it’s intangible rule-sets; likewise markets refers both to tangible 
market forces and market rule-sets. 

Seven dimensions of the regime (Smith 2007 p.429):

(1) Guiding Principles
(2) Technologies and Infrastructures
(3) Industry structure
(4) User relations and markets

(5) Policy and regulations
(6) Knowledge base for the regime
(7) Cultural and symbolic meaning

Smith’s seven dimensions is not a complete list (Geels & Kemp, 2000, p.20) nor a fully operationalized list
(Pierick & van Mil, 2009 p.8). The MLP may be considered as a "heuristic device" (Geels, 2011, p.34) which 
builds on process theory. However, these dimensions have proven to be a valuable tool in empirical MLP 
research, to explain change. 
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1.5 Critique on the MLP.
Although the MLP has progressed far beyond the technological determinism of the 20th century as shown 

above, one of the reoccurring critiques (Genus & Coles, 2007; Pierick & van Mil, 2009; Smith, 2006; Shove, 
2006) is the supposed underplay of the role of agency in MLP: "The retrospective nature of transition theory 
research has served to privilege the ‘needs’ of technology (as ‘artifact’) in terms of adaptation to 
technological determinants. This gives rise to linear analysis, in sympathy with ideas such as path 
dependency and technological trajectory. Ultimately, therefore, the result of applying evolutionary theories 
to innovation as transition theory has done is to play down the role of agency. (Smith, 2006; Smith et al, 
2005)” (Genus & Coles, 2007, p.6). Another critique is that st-regimes are often presented as too 
homogeneous or monolithic (Smith et al., 2005). Furthermore the st-regime’s supposed preference for lock-
in and stability, or “resistance to change” (Vleuten, 2012) is contested. This can be considered to be a 
critique at the core of MLP since the st-regime plays a central role in MLP. 

It is acknowledged by MLP scholars that the role of agency needs more attention (Geels and Schot, 
2007).  Geels (2011) considers MLP to be "shot through with agency because the trajectories and multi-level 
alignments are always enacted by social groups" ( p.29). However does this address the critique of supposed 
lack of agency adequately? The point that Genus and Coles make is the lack of agency on the research 
agenda" Yet the making or unmaking of the various types of rules constraining or enabling actions and the 
reproduction of related practices central to maintenance or transformation has not been an explicit object of 
systematic study in MLP research" (2007, p.8). Furthermore Genus and Coles search for a specific kind of  
agency:"‘on the ground’, from the perspective of subjects." (2007, p.8). The level on which Geels considers 
agency is notably different:“enacted by social groups" (2011, p.29). Pierick & van Mil, outsiders to the 
MLP research community, also notice a difference in ‘level’ of agency in MLP;“actors should be inventoried 
on a collective level rather than on an individual level” (2009, p.83). The critique and how it is addressed 
seems to show a dispute on what level agency should be analyzed15 in practical research. Farla et al. (2012) 
make a similar argument: "that the focus on the systems level might have come at the expense of a more 
actor-oriented and agency-sensitive analysis". Geels (2011) acknowledges that "certain types of agency are 
less developed" ( p.30) I therefore argue that the critique 
must be considered to be a request for more research taking 
an explicit actor perspective into account. Geels created in 
2004 three separate analytical dimensions. The third 
analytical dimension (actors, organizations, groups) 
accommodates research on agency from an actor 
perspective.

Transition researchers also responded to the critique 
regarding the homogeneity of the regime, MLP scholars 
acknowledge that there is "a tendency to treat regime transformation as a monolithic process" (Geels and 
Schot, 2007, p.400). “The strength, homogeneity and internal alignment of regimes (are) an empirical 
question rather than an assumption” according to Geels (2011, p.31). Nevertheless there is not much 
research available that explicitly addresses diversity between actors, organizations, companies etc. within st-
regimes. The st-regime concept may induce a focus on coherence since it "only refers to those rules, which 
are aligned to each other“ (Geels 2004 p.905) Therefore, I argue that lack of agency and regime 
homogeneity are interrelated. If agency in MLP studies that use the st-regime concept is implicitly treated as 
a group process, if there is a focus on the alignments, and if there is a under-representation of the actor-
perspective that could create a false sense of homogeneity in the st-regime. 

Farla et al. (2012) show in their article ‘Sustainability transitions in the making: A closer look at actors, 
strategies and resources’ new research initiatives in this area. These studies "aim to provide a closer look at 
how strategies, resources and capabilities of individuals, firms and other organizations impact the overall 
system and trigger transformation processes, and how these changes at the system level feedback into the 

Figure 1-4
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observed strategies at the actor level" (p.2). These new studies use Geels (2004) third analytical dimension 
and investigate “dynamic interactions" (F. W. Geels, 2004, p.906) between actor and st-regime and actor and 
st-system. The first results show indications that there is indeed a relationship between individual strategies 
and change in the system:“changes in socio-technical systems (established sectors as well as emerging 
fields) can often be traced back to strategic interventions of particular actors.” and “system level dynamics 
affect the actor strategies”(p.6). The study of Budde et al (2012) focused on regime members, the individual 
car manufacturers and their strategies. The findings show that incumbent companies form expectations 
related to landscape, regime and niches and that differences in their expectations influence their strategies16.  
A recent study of Jensen (2012) shows that incumbents formulate specific representations of the regime, and 
that those ‘framings’, affects the incumbents transition strategies. These studies focus on the first two, 
(rational choice and interpretation) paradigms of agency17 (Gioia & Pitre, 1990 in Geels & Schot, 2007 p.
414) 

The representation of ‘strategy’ in these new research initiatives is rather heterogeneous. Jensen (2012) 
uses an empirical (self-reporting) approach regarding strategy, and differentiates ‘strategic opportunities’, 
‘framing strategies’ and ‘transition strategies’ (p.56) in his paper. Farla et al.(2012) observe a distinction 
between the individual narrow strategies, and the ‘larger plan’ or vision. Farla et al. (2012) note that the 
variety of strategies is large, but also note that “strategies all reached out to the broader environment” (p.5). 
Furthermore they stress the importance of whether actors pursue their goals alone or join forces with others. 
This variety in observed strategies and the lack of theoretical framework for strategy may hinder the 
possibility to generalize emperical findings of new research initiatives using the actor perspective. This 
problem of generaliziation was already noted by Budde et al (2012, p.1081). The low unit of analysis18 of 
agency in these studies compared with the level of analysis related to the st-regime might hinder19 the 
integration of the findings into the Multi level perspective. In order to advance the understanding of the role 
of actor agency20 within regimes i therefore argue it is nescessary to take a closer look at the concept of 
strategy. This is how MLP can benefit from business and strategic management studies insights as proposed 
by Geels (2011 p,30).
1.6 Strategic management literature.

Regrettably there is no clear definition of strategy (de Wit, & Meyer, 2010), instead there are many 
schools of thought about what strategy is21. The strategy and strategic management literature is concerned 
with the formulation of goals for the future and the measures taken by managements of companies 
considering internal and external environments22. How firms deal with change and uncertainty in an 
autonomous way is therefore an integral part of this research domain. In particular insight from recent 
research may be highly relevant to further develop the role of actor agency within the MLP literature. 

The widely cited article by Wiltbank et al. What To Do Next? The Case For Non-Predictive Strategy” in 
2006 serves as a starting point. One hundred and sixty nine articles about strategic management have been 
reviewed in that research, from which the authors could derive two well known ‘schools’ of strategic 
management, the learning-school and the planning-school. Ansoff, contends that formal planning is 
beneficial in both stable and unstable environments (Ansoff, 1991, 1994 in Brews & Hunt, 1999, p.889) 
Typical recommendations of the planning approach are therefore to put most strategic efforts into predicting 
the environment and plan resources accordingly. Mintzberg on the other hand is proponent of the so called 
‘learning school‘ which favors logical incrementalism, especially in unstable environments (Mintzberg, 
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18 See Yin, 2009, p. 13
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analysis and of mixing levels (Yin, 2009 p.13)
20 With the term actor agency i refer to the actor perspective, like Genus and Coles “from the perspective of subjects” and emphasize 
Geels analytical dimension “human actors, organizations, social groups”  
21 See  Mintzberg, et al. (1998) for an overview of “ten schools of thought” 
22 rephrasing the dimensions content, process and context of de Wit and Meyer (2010)



1991; 1994a, 1994b  in Brews & Hunt, 1999, p.889) Both schools however assume that the control of 
managements on the operation of their firms is inherently related to the firms ability to allign themselves 
with their environment "(Hough and White, 2003 in Wiltbank, et al. 2006, p.985). Wiltbank et al. use the 
terminology ‘positioning’ for this behavior.

Wiltbank et al. enhanced the understanding of 
strategy by decoupling two factors, prediction and 
control, and proposed a 2x2 model which includes 
four types of strategies: Planning, Adaptive, Visionary 
and Transformative - contingent on how companies 
interpret their environment. The underlying factors for 
this model are the general interpretations of 
companies of their environment. Wiltbank et al. 
therefore contend that perception influences the 
companies basic strategic behavior. Companies that 
interpret their environment as predictable focus on 
prediction of markets and planning activities. 
Companies can additionaly interpret their 
environment as controllable, which may lead them to 
focus on shaping their environment (construction), 
creating markets etc. The combination of these two 
underlying factors create four possible outcomes 
‘types’ or ‘modes’ of strategy. Planning is to try harder 
to predict and position more accurately; adaptation is to move faster to adapt to a rapidly changing 
environment; Vision is to persistently build a clear vision of a valuable future (predictive control). 
Transformation is to transform current means into co-created goals with others who commit to building a 
possible future, (non predictive control). These planning modes are based on specific combinations of the 
assumptions that actors have.

Strategy mode based on assumption of:

Planning High Predictability and low Controllability of the environment

Adaptive Low Predictability and low Controllability of the environment

Visionary High Predictability and High Controllability of the environment

Transformative Low Predictability and High Controllability of the environment

Figure 1-6: Framework of prediction and control (Wiltbank et al., 2006)

1.7 Strategy concepts and the MLP.
These four types, categories or modes of strategy may be helpful as a framework for understanding the 

organizational level strategic response to a transition for several reasons. It has the potential to lift empirical 
research on actor strategy from the individual specific strategies to the universal, thus enabling better 
theoretical generalization of empirical results which offers integration possibilities with higher level23 
theories such as the MLP. Secondly this particular classification model for strategies is based on environment  
- strategy relationships which is of particular interest for the study of actor agency in the MLP. The MLP 
models a transition as an interaction processes between ‘levels’. Each level can be considered to form part of 
the environment for actors. The MLP assumes that "elements are reproduced, maintained and transformed 
by actors" (Geels, 2011, p.24) and, according to Wiltbank et al., actors base their basic strategy mode on 
their interpretation of the prediction and control factors of their environment. Therefore actors interpretations 

Figure 1-5: Framework of prediction and control 
(Wiltbank et al., 2006)
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of predictability and controllability of the MLP levels may play a significant role in how actors reproduce 
maintain and transform elements in the st-system or st-regime; which means that Wiltbank’s model has the 
potential to enhance the understanding of the relationship between actor strategy and stability in the st-
system and st-regime. For example, the MLP models a transition as disturbances in the system and/or 
regime. Disturbances can be expected to affect the perception of predictability and controllability of the 
system by actors, and thus their strategic mode. Furthermore several variables of interest from a multi level 
perspective find a theoretical basis in Wiltbank’s model. For instance the choice for cooperation (the question 
of collective action by Farla et al. in 2012) relates in this model logically with visionary and transformative  
strategy modes. Other interesting variables like the role of expectations, incrementalism, experimentation, 
guidance of search, creation of spaces, interpretations, lock-in etc. all have specific relationships with one or 
more of the strategy modes of Wiltbank’s model, which offers more opportunities for theory building. 

Summarizing; the centrality of the st-regime concept in MLP; the noted necessity for the incumbents 
strategic reorientation24; the wish for a stronger incorporation of insights from business studies and strategic 
management; the question of homogeneity of the st-regime, the recent research agenda on agency on a 
company level all can benefit from research that explores theoretical generalization of findings to the MLP, 
using Wiltbank’s model on company strategy.  
1.8 The electrity regime

Sustainable Transition research devotes particular attention to the electricity regime. As mentioned by 
Geels (2011); transitions to a sustainable future are largely dependent on this regime (p.25). The well cited 
article of Verbong and Geels (2007) shows there is an energy transition going on for which liberalization is 
the main driver and for which sustainability is a secondary driver. From the article of Verbong et al. can be 
concluded that the liberalization of the sector created profound change: "Major changes have occurred in 
rules and social networks of the electricity regime." (p.1031). "Guiding principles have changed. High grid 
reliability, part of the engineering mind frame, has been replaced by profits, shareholder value and a 
managerial mind frame” (p.1031), and "the Electricity Distribution Companies completed their 
transformation into commercial companies," (p.1030). Verbong et al. qualify this as “a regime shift” (p.
1031). About changes in technology Verbong et al. are less conclusive "there were also technical 
changes" (p.1031), and mention innovations like combined heat and power technology and Gas turbines. The 
liberalization can therefore be considered a to be a regime shift without radical technological change. 

Verbong et al. explain the low contribution of renewable energy in the Netherlands in the following way; 
"Liberalization and Europeanization have received more policy attention than renewable energy" and 
"energy saving received more attention than renewable energy” (Verbong and Geels, 2007, p.1032). 
Furthermore sustainability had no priority due to the stability in the guiding principles of the st-regime: 
"guiding principles have remained relatively constant, organized hierarchically as follows: (a) cheap, low 
cost (as part of industrial policy), (b) reliability, (c) diversification, (d) environmental issues. " (p.1031). This 
account gives the paradoxical picture of a profound regime shift and both stability and change in the guiding 
principles. The article provides valuable insights in the mechanisms that led the incumbents as a group to 
neglect sustainability. "Wind energy’s chances of overcoming barriers in the short term are slim." (2007 p.
1033) "For electricity regime actors, PV is a minor niche. The impact on the system is small and regime 
actors are hardly involved in PV projects" (p.1034)  All this leads Verbong et al. to the conclusion: "biomass, 
in particular co-firing of biomass and coal, is more or less the only feasible renewable option at the moment. 
In technical and functional aspects, this innovation is close to the existing regime" (p.1036)  "Although this 
is an add-on technology to existing practice and not a major system change, it may offer environmental 
benefits." (p.1036) Regarding the more radical technologies Verbong et al. state “it is important to keep them 
alive" (p.1036) in case “a window of opportunity emerges in the future” (p.1036). 
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 However the paradoxical combination of stability and change prompts for more research, and hints at 
differences within the regime. It can not be concluded that the electricity regime was homogeneous. The 
article explicitly looked at the "structural trends in the existing electricity regime" (Verbong and Geels, 2007 
p.1025). Furthermore the research did not use actors/organizations (the incumbent companies) as analytical 
dimension. The conclusion that the regime was selecting biomass as the technology with the best fit, is 
therefore valid for the st-regime as a whole and not for the individual incumbents. Geels (2004) states: 
"Members also have private rule systems, somewhat different strategies, different resource positions, etc. As 
a result, there may be variation ..." (p.907). The study of those variations may deliver a more detailed 
understanding of the Dutch electricity regime transition.
1.9 Exploratory study.

There are indications for variations in the Dutch electricity st-system; in 1995 Nuon deviated with their 
prominent focus on sustainability. Research on actor-strategies of the individual incumbents can reveal more 
about the influence of company agency and the role of regime heterogeneity during this ongoing transition. 
An company oriented view on the deviations of responses in this regime might offer an opportunity to 
investigate the “strength, homogeneity and internal alignment of regimes as an empirical question” as 
proposed by Geels (2011) and investigate the internal regime dynamics involved in the slow adoption of 
more radical sustainable niche technologies in the Netherlands.  This study aims to contribute to the new line 
of research on the role of company agency in regimes, by relating strategy-modes of the companies with the 
multi level perspective.
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2. METHODS
2.1 Research design. 

The research design is a comparative case study of three major electricity companies in the Netherlands. 
Comparing cases allowed to find differences and similarities between incumbents. The main unit of analysis, 
the case, of this study is the individual energy company. This allows to study the perspective and role of the 
individual companies within the transition. This study used two conceptual lenses; the Multi level 
perspective and a strategic management perspective. To enable the integration of those two lenses25, the 
MLP was applied on a company level, which is labeled as a ‘Multi Level Response Analysis’ (MLRA) in this 
study, and the strategy analysis applies Wiltbank’s model.
2.2 Data selection.

Previous research showed that a consolidation process led to the creation of four major energy firms: 
Nuon, Essent, Eneco and Delta. These firms have a long history in the Netherlands, and can be considered to 
be incumbents in the Dutch electricity regime. Delta, the smallest was left out for reasons of time limitations 
in the study.

The annual reports of Essent’s largest predecessor PNEM were used as datasource for the period 1995 to 
1999. Essent and Nuon became part of the internationally operating energy companies RWE and Vattenfall 
in 2009. The annual reports suited the purpose of this research because these are strategic documents in 
which companies reflect on events, the future and where they account for their strategies and actions. The 
data consisted of 76 annual reports and company sustainability reports, with an average of 60 pages each. 
Only periods I and II (see also paragraph 2.6.1) were used for this analysis, since the events and responses in 
these periods were sufficient to answer the research questions. The data was supplemented with context 
information if needed for instance news media, government reports and consultancy reports etc.
2.3 Operationalization of the main concepts.

The research questions26 were used to study an empirical setting. Therefore the MLP concepts needed  
further operationalization: 
• The ‘ongoing energy transition’ was defined as consisting of landscape trends and events, st-regime 

alignments/misalignments and niche technologies:
• Landscape was defined as the external trends and events beyond the influence of regime and niche actors 

and therefore beyond the influence of the individual incumbents. 
• The st-regime was operationalized by means of Smith’s seven dimensions (Smith, 2007, p.429)
• Alignments were defined as linkages between two or more dimensions.
• Misalignments were defined as breaking existing linkages between two or more dimensions.

(In this study the word tensions will only be used to denote conflicts and differences in opinion as part of 
misalignments)

• Niches were defined as radical technological innovations. 
The ‘response’ was considered to consist of the interpretations of the MLP levels (niches, st-regime and 

landscape) by each individual incumbent, similar to Jensen’s ‘framing of the regime’ (Jensen, 2012); the  
shaping of the st-regime (by emphasizing or creating particular alignments or misalignments). The 
assumption was made that firms would report their strategies related to the different MLP levels.
The ‘response’ of the incumbents to the ongoing transition could therefore be researched empirically as:
• The interpretation of (external) technological innovations (niches), 
• Emphasis or shaping of alignments, misalignments in the st-regime, and the reported explanations, 

strategies27 or company discourses.
• Interpretation of landscape shocks and trends 
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The following strategy concepts were operationalized for the strategy analysis:
• Strategies were defined as the self reported plans of action or policies designed to achieve a specific or 

overall aim.
• Strategy modes28 were defined using Wiltbank’s strategy classification to achieve an overall aim. 

• a visionary strategy was defined as a strategy in which the firm persistently builds a clear vision of a 
valuable future and beliefs in the predictability of the environment and it’s ability to control the 
environment.

• a planning strategy was defined as a strategy in which the firm tries to predict and position more 
accurately and beliefs in the predictability but not in the controllability of it’s environment.

• an adaptive strategy was defined as a strategy in which the firm tries to move faster to adapt to a 
rapidly changing environment and does not believe in predictability nor controllability of it’s 
environment.

• a transformative strategy was defined as a strategy in which the firm transforms current means into 
co-created goals with others who commit to building a possible future and doesn’t belief in the 
predictability but does belief in the controllability of it’s environment.

• the companies ‘environment’ was operationalized in this study as the niches, the regime and the 
landscape.

2.4 Data preparation.
The data format PDF was used. Data preparation focussed on identifying and coding events (landscape 

trends, landscape events, change in dimensions, (mis)alignments and the appearance of innovative (niche) 
technologies) in the data alongside with coding the ‘responses’ (interpretations and the self reported 
strategies) of the incumbents. A qualitative codebook with predefined codes was used; see par. 2.6.2 and 
table qualitative codebook in the appendix for more information. Coding allowed searching, filtering, 
illustrative counting, and the production of lists of illustrative quotes.

The PDF documents were annotated in Adobe reader. Coding was added manually inside the annotations 
separated by means of special characters # (MLP) and $ (Wiltbank). Docear’s function ‘monitoring folder’ 
offered an editable data record29 of all annotations in multiple PDF documents. This method enabled to 
‘zoom’ in or out on the data; annotations could be analyzed in context of annotations in other PDF 
documents while retaining a link to the original context in the originating PDF documents. As a provisional 
step in visualizing, external events were grouped, company discourses were grouped and strategies were 
grouped in the Docear data records. See appendix II for a full display of data records.

Figure 2-1, visual impression of grouping data of Eneco in Docear.

2.5 Analysis methods.
The first analysis, the Multi Level Response Analysis consisted of constructing narratives for each 

company for period I and period II. The analysis used several sub-methods in order to validate the accuracy 
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of the information, and the order of events. For instance a visual mapping approach was used to investigate 
the precedence of events and responses to assist constructing the plots in the narrative provide grounding the 
results in the data. Word counting and code counting were used to find further confirmation for the 
qualitative assessment of differences in responses of the incumbents. 

The second analysis, the strategy analysis, used Wiltbank’s categorization to enable a better 
understanding of the company strategies. Indicators for Wiltbank’s strategy modes were coded in the data for 
period I, two and three. Ascertaining strategy modes was essentially a qualitative analysis but supported by 
code counting and word counting.

 Both analyses used identical periods which enabled the combination of the two approaches and the 
search for general patterns. Then hypotheses were formulates to explain the findings. 

2.5.1 Bracketing periods.
The complete period of 1995 to 2005 was split into smaller periods. This ‘Bracketing’ (Gidden's 1984 in 

Langley, 1999, p.713) allowed to study the responses in a relative constant context and to avoid that 
feedback effects would unnecessarily complicate the narratives30. The periods were identified in the data 
based on "certain continuity in the activities within each period and ... certain discontinuities at its 
frontiers” (Langley &Truax, 1994 in Langley, 1999, p.713).

1995 - 2000 A consolidation phase where all smaller Dutch firms were acquired by Eneco, Essent, Nuon or 
Delta, and the transformation of these utilities into commercial operating companies.

2001 - 2005 A period of creation of the customer markets and the increasing influence of European 
‘powerplay competition’ (see analysis for more information) 

2006 - 2008 A period of fundamental choices for all Dutch Electricity Distribution Companies 

2009 - 2014 A period of an Europeanized ownership of the Dutch Electricity sector

See note on bracketing in the appendix for a justification of the choice of these periods

Only periods I and II were used for this study (period III, was used in the content analysis only).

See note on bracketing in the appendix for a justification of the choice of these periods

Only periods I and II were used for this study (period III, was used in the content analysis only).

Figure 2-2, Time Periods.

2.5.2 Multi-level response analysis.
Narratives were used as the primary method for the multilevel response analysis. The narrative is a 

commonly used method for empirical MLP research. Narratives create a coherent story about events (using 
the MLP as theoretical lens). In the MLRA the objective was to use the company perspective and show 
"micro-sociological dynamics" 31 (Geels, 2011, p.31).  The narrative method was therefore slightly adapted. 
First, to allow to show differences, for each period (P1 and P2) three separate narratives were made for 
Eneco, Essent and Nuon respectively:

Eneco Essent Nuon

P1 Response Eneco Response PNEM* Response Nuon

P2 Response Eneco Response Essent Response Nuon

* PNEM was the predecessor of Essent* PNEM was the predecessor of Essent* PNEM was the predecessor of Essent* PNEM was the predecessor of Essent

Figure 2-3, Structure of the multi level response analysis. 
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Secondly, the narratives needed to represent company perspectives and show differences between those 
perspectives, therefore the companies individual ‘response’ (defined in paragraph 2.3) was added as research 
element. The narratives were made to represent the interpretations and discursive processes of individual 
incumbents; this delivered the main structure of the narratives. It could be expected that the analysis would 
involve more detail than conventional MLP research; therefore more guidance was provided by using a 
qualitative codebook and the earlier mentioned document analysis approach in the data preparation phase. 
The following table exhibits the qualitative codebook listing possible empirical evidence on the company 
level to identify MLP research elements such as alignments, trends etc. In line with other MLP research the 
MLRA was a qualitative analysis; the list is used as guidance for the qualitative analysis not as a quantitative 
operationalization of the MLP concepts. The research elements in the table correspond with the coding 
scheme used in the data-preparation phase (see appendix for the exact codes).

Qualitative codebook for the MLRAQualitative codebook for the MLRAQualitative codebook for the MLRA

MLP 
level

Research elements Looking for Company Response
Accounts and interpretations:

Landscape Trends Reflection or reaction of the firm on a regime external trend 
(for instance rising oil prices)

Shocks Reflection or reaction of the firm on a regime external event 
(for instance supply shocks, disasters, wars)

Regime Alignments of dimensions
(co-evolution of trajectories or in 
cumulative form as predictable 

trajectories)

Reported successes in certain regime dimensions due to other 
dimensions.

(For instance Agreement with outside guiding principles,
positive expectations of technology,
search for incremental innovations,

trust in predictable demand, 
trust in the working of markets, 

trust and confidence in policy regulations, 
steady ideas about the meaning of products for customers)

Misalignments between 
dimensions and / or disputes due 
to radical changes in one or more 

dimensions:

Reported causalities between failures in certain regime 
dimensions due to other dimensions. 

(for instance failing market due to legislation change; or 
failing technology feasibility due to market change)

(1) Guiding principles Changes in norms, heuristics, guidance of search or models 
of thinking in the firm

(for instance efficiency, competition)

Company identity and company goals 

strategies that reveal company goals

(2) Technologies and infrastructures Changes of technology or when physical infrastructures 
undergo structural changes. (for instance physical European 

electricity network, versus local electricity production)

! possible input of niche technologies
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Qualitative codebook for the MLRAQualitative codebook for the MLRAQualitative codebook for the MLRA

MLP 
level

Research elements Looking for Company Response
Accounts and interpretations:

(3) Industrial structure When the structure of the firm changes:
the configuration of production elements of the company 

(the networks, the distribution, the generation); 
the scale and internationalization of the firm (from regional 

to national, to international);
the owners and ownership-model (Public versus private); 

the firm-model (BV, Holding or Divisional model); 
the number of firms in the market; etc.

(4) User relations and markets Changes in how the firm relates to it’s customers:
 new consumer products,

 new business model (selling energy, consultancy, investing, 
being partner, or reselling energy from clients);

changes in client markets, 

change in other ‘markets’ 
(wholesale, spot-energy markets, carbon markets etc.) or the 

expansion of markets 
(local, national, European or worldwide)

(5) Policy and regulations Changes in guiding principles and expectations of policy 
regarding the company.

Changes in regulations that are set by various governments, 
laws, incentive-schemes etc. The institutionalization of new 

rules (in agency’s, controlling institutes etc.)

(6) The knowledge base for the regime Significant changes in the kind of knowledge that the firm 
obtains, or has access to for it’s operation. Acquisitions for 

enhancing knowledge base, experiments to enhance the 
knowledge base

(for instance the knowledge about how to initiate, build and 
manage wind turbine projects, or knowledge about energy 

efficiency)

(7) Cultural and symbolic meaning changes in how the firm reflects on the meaning of their 
services and products for clients and society.

Niche Favorable conditions in the regime or 
individual firm for innovative niche 

technologies 

New (former niche or other) technologies creating new 
business models or add-on benefits or other advantages for 

the companies. positive expectations

The upscaling of (former niche or other) technologies
(For example gassifiers, solar PV or experiments of the 

companies with these technologies) 

Unfavorable conditions in the regime 
or individual company for innovative 

technologies

Reports of rejecting technologies , negative assessments, 
ignoring technologies, low expectations, or framing as for 

the long term only.

Table 2-1, Qualitative codebook of MLP research elements.
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Thirdly, two sub-methods (visual mapping and code counting) were used to validate information, find 
precedence of events, find additional indications and produce indicative graphs.
2.5.2.1 Visual mapping.

The analysis required relating company response (company level) with MLP32 (organizational field level). 
Visual mapping "does not force artificial clarity on the identification of the main unit of analysis" (Langley 
1999 p.712) Furthermore it allowed “the simultaneous representation of a large number of 
dimensions” (Langley’s 1999:700). The visual mapping approach therefore allowed to identify causal 
relations in the data between company responses and MLP elements.

In essence visual mapping is plotting events (or trends) and responses on one axis and time on the other 
axis. The following table illustrates the so called swim lane diagram. Each ‘swim lane’ represents a category 
of interest which might be events, strategies or other dimensions or factors of interest. In this study company 
response is plotted next to events/trends in landscape, regime and niche and internal events33. 

Internal events Company 
response:

Landscape 
Events

Regime events Niche events

Period 1 I1

L1 R1

Period 2 R1

R2

... L3

Figure 2-4, A simplified representation of a visual map (Swim lane Diagram)

Visual mapping supported the formulation of explanations in the narrative about plausible relationships. 
For instance events  L1 and R1 in the example precede the companies response of R1, which may indicate a 
causal relationship. I1 may offer an alternative or combined explanation. Furthermore, visual mapping 
strengthened grounding the explanations of the narratives in the data. See for the outcome of the visual 
mapping approach the visual map of Eneco, Essent and Nuon in the appendix. 
2.5.2.2 Code counting and or Word counting.

The coded data could be exported to tables in excel. These tables enabled to produce graphs of the count 
of specific codes for instance for specific dimensions, (mis)alignments between dimensions and possible 
realignments between dimensions, including indicative quotes. See the appendix for the table of the actual 
findings. Word counting based on Adobe reader’s multi-PDF word search was also used for illustrative 
purposes.

Year D1 D2 Etc.. Misalignment Indicative quote

1999

2000

2001

Figure 2-5, Visual impression of the speadsheet output table
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2.5.3 Strategy analysis based on Wiltbank.
To better understand the various responses of the incumbents, Wiltbank’s model was mobilized to 

categorize their responses according to the four strategy modes. Wiltbank’s strategy modes were identified 
and coded in the data-records for each company using several indicators (see the qualitative codebook in the 
table below). The table below shows the indicators in the column on the right and the strategy mode 
qualification on the left. The indicators of Wiltbank’s four strategy modes were derived from the text in the 
article ‘What to do next, The case for non-predictive strategy’ by Wiltbank et al. (2006). The research of 
Wiltbank et al. used these indicators to make a qualitative analysis of research literature. In this study the 
indicators were used for the qualitative assessment of the companies general strategies not to be confused 
with a quantitative analysis34 The indicators served as guides to identify strategy mode. For more 
information on the strategy modes and the context of these indicators see Wiltbank et al.(2006). The count of 
strategy modes codings in a certain period for a certain company was considered to be an indication which 
needed confirmation by means of qualitative analysis. Indicative quotes were used to ground the findings in 
the actual data.

Qualitative codebook Strategy analysisQualitative codebook Strategy analysisQualitative codebook Strategy analysis

Strategy mode Looking for evidence
of indicators on company level of:

Looking for evidence
of indicators on company level of:

Planning 
strategy

that the environment is taken as given;
competitive analysis;
the dominant use of systematic analysis;
attempts to predict the market;
the scanning for trends (to extrapolate);
attention to situational detail;

the rational evaluation of important information;
making commitments that lock in;
integration into a firm’s existing operations;
expected return as criterion for selecting resource 
investments;
avoiding of contingencies;
the renewed (prediction) vigor under uncertainty;
the systematic evaluation of alternatives

Adaptive 
strategy:

That the environment is considered as given but 
unpredictable
Avoiding defining future event spaces
Recognizing where the environment is
Following the market
Outmaneuver competitors
Learning by experimenting

The firm learns from environmental feedback
Capturing new opportunities as they appear
Flexible to contingencies
Flexibility & dynamic capabilities
Positioning the firm for quick responses
Focus on resources
Incrementalism

Visionary 
strategy:

That the environment is considered to be endogenous
Define the future
Creation and colonization of new spaces in the 
environment. 
The organization is taking the market
Set goals; preselected goals, (of imagined future 
possibilities) 
Making strategic projections (prediction of envisioned 
paths)
Evaluation of alternative paths for achieving vision, 

Planning for means & paths
Pursuit of the means required & selecting means
Resources [are] not currently under control
Seeking support and partners
Increasing company reputation 
(for seeking support or for defining the market)
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when some additional steps are taken such as full operationalization of the indicators, normalization of the data etc.



Qualitative codebook Strategy analysisQualitative codebook Strategy analysisQualitative codebook Strategy analysis

Strategy mode Looking for evidence
of indicators on company level of:

Looking for evidence
of indicators on company level of:

Transformative 
strategy:

Seeking goals
Emphasis on future events they can control
View of the future that they can shape given their means
Plans are deliberately open to change
Using network obtaining input on how to proceed
Getting stakeholders to commit to the construction 
process

Means driven
Focus on prior knowledge, and social network
Focus on unique abilities
Constructing new firm and new market
Affordable loss as criterion for selecting resources and 
investments
Companies seeking alternative uses of resources
Companies leveraging contingencies.

Table 2-2, Qualitative codebook of Wiltbank’s research elements.

In the strategy analysis the dominant strategy mode was ascertained for each company using Wiltbank’s 
model. Then the companies were compared with each-other using Wiltbank’s diagram (see paragraph 1.6) 
and using information from the MLRA. The strategy analysis using Wiltbank’s model allowed to show 
broader patterns in the strategies that the incumbents displayed.

2.5.4 Integration of MLRA and Strategy analysis methods.
The next step was to combine both analyses (in the conclusion section) to evaluate how patterns that were 

visible in the strategy analysis correlate with patterns in the MLRA. Transition implies overall change in the 
st-regime and/or st-system, therefore it is not sufficient to identify the interpretations and alignments that 
individual companies make, nor is it sufficient to identify individual strategies of companies. The 
combination of these methods allowed to bring the level of analysis from the "micro-sociological dynamics"  
to the level of "macro-patterns of transitions" (Geels, 2011, p.31). 

Eneco Essent Nuon

blue = planning green = visionary

yellow = adaptive

purple = transformative

figure 2-6, Visual impression of overlay of strategy analysis on MLRA

The final step in the analysis was to form hypothesis based on the correlation of these patterns in the 
findings for the theoretical generalization of the findings to the MLP. 
2.6 Tools.

The following tools were used:
• Adobe reader allowed to display and annotate the PDF documents the multi-file search engine, allowed to 

compare documents and allowed word-counting.
• Docear is intended as an academic literature management tool, but is suitable for document research. The 

tool integrates a mind-map or tree-view component with a document management system. Docear can 
display, structure and filter large amounts of texts across many documents. Docear is especially capable of 
creating an overview of annotations across multiple PDF documents. Other functions are to synchronize 
changes in annotations, search annotations in multiple PDF’s, filter results, and the export of filtered lists 
of annotations. For more information see www.Docear.org 

• TextWrangler allowed to recode or reformat (pre-porcessing) output from Docear to enable import.
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• Excel was used for the processing of coded annotations; for counting, for charts and the creation of lists of 
exemplary quotes. Excel was also used to make a visual swim lane diagram.

• Powerpoint was used to visualize the findings in wiltbank’s diagrams
2.7 Limitations and implications of the used methods.
2.7.1 Limitations of the study.

For Nuon, only company sustainability reports (CSR) were available until 1999, which may have masked 
signs of their planning strategy in this period. However the fact that Nuon published CSR’s which included 
strategical considerations similar to a full annual report while the other companies did not, make the 
sustainability reports relevant for the findings. Furthermore a comparison between NUON’s annual report of 
1999 and the CSR of 1999 shows these reports did not contradict each-other.

This study was based on a limited set of data, the annual reports. Self report bias is therefore possible; 
major leadership conflicts or other compromising facts may be left out for instance. For the purpose of this 
study however these reports were sufficient because they function to defend strategies to shareholders and 
society and therefore formed a credible source to find the interpretations and strategies of these companies, 
which was the objective of this study. 

2.7.2 Implications of the used methods.
According to Wiltbank et al. the two factors predictability and controllability relate to the perception of an 

environment. Energy companies differ from product companies regarding to the environment. In product 
companies the environment is highly determined by the end-product. Consumer preference therefore plays a 
prominent role. However, in this study, the focus is on energy companies and their end-product is a 
commodity. In this study the companies ‘environment’ was therefore related to sectoral policy, landscape 
trends regime dynamics rather than to the end-user. Using Wiltbank’s theory for this domain and using 
‘environment’ this way is new and untested which may lead to a bias towards the provision part of the energy 
system.

The use of this visual mapping method has implications for the resulting theories. Langley warns that  
“the conclusions derived from it can have a rather mechanical quality, is dealing more with the surface 
structure of activity sequences than with the underlying forces driving them.” The MLP is especially 
concerned with these ‘underlying forces’. Therefore visual mapping was used in combination with a 
narrative method and in the conclusions section the analysis was taken to another level.

The use of the narrative method has implications aswell, stories in companies are often non linear and 
fragmented (Boje, M., 2001, p.2). Constructing a narrative from the outsider perspective entails the danger 
"to impose counterfeit coherence and order" (Boje, M., 2001, p.2), This study therefore used a multi method 
approach including visual mapping and content analysis to triangulate the results and ground the findings in 
the data.
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3 MULTI LEVEL RESPONSE ANALYSIS
Introduction.

In the following multi level response analysis (MLRA), the multi level perspective was used to analyze 
the responses of the individual incumbents within the st-system. The analysis is structured as follows. Two 
periods of analysis each start with a paragraph ‘overview of this period’ reflecting the relative constant and 
general circumstances of that period for these firms.

1995 - 2000 Period I: a consolidation phase in which all smaller Dutch firms were acquired by Eneco, 
Essent, Nuon or Delta, and the transformation of these utilities into commercial companies.

2001 - 2005 Period Ii: a period of creation of the customer markets and the increasing influence of 
European ‘power-play competition’ (see the analysis for more information) 

See analysis methods in the methods section for more information on the delineation of these periods and a short explanation of these periods.See analysis methods in the methods section for more information on the delineation of these periods and a short explanation of these periods.

Table 3-1, Delineation of time periods.

Then in each period the responses of Eneco, Essent and Nuon are reported sequentially as narratives 
about respectively landscape, st-regime and niches. These narratives show how the different firms interpreted 
the multi-level dynamics in various ways; the objective of this study. 

Each analysis-period ends with a summary-table containing the empirical findings, theoretical 
generalization of the findings and a list of remaining questions. Note that as the firms consolidate the 
company names occasionally change.

Case number 1995 - 2000 2001 - 2005 2006 - 2008 2009 - 2014

! Eneco Eneco Eneco Eneco

" PNEM Essent Essent RWE

# Nuon Nuon Nuon Vattenfall

Table 3-2, Company name changes.

Reading guide.
The MLRA analysis can be read sequentially as any narrative; however the complete analysis of this 

research involved the comparison of periods and comparison of companies. The next step was to relate 
findings regarding (mis)alignments in the MLRA to the strategy analysis, for this purpose a navigation-aid is 
included in the footers of the digital version of the document: R1 ! " # $$  S1 ! " #  R2 ! " # $$  S2 
! " #   C. 
R refers to the multi level response analysis (R1 links to MLRA period I). S refers to the strategy analysis 
(S2 links to strategy analysis of period II). The circled numbers link to cases one, two and three respectively 
within each period. The squares link to the summary tables of the MLRA. Finally C links to the conclusions 
section. Note that S1 ! " # , S2 ! " # and C navigate outside of the MLRA. When using these hyperlinks, 
the page headers can be used to locate the current page in the document.

Separate information boxes are included to highlight details or complex event sequences. References to 
st-regime dimensions are abbreviated, using brackets; for instance (D1) refers to the research element st-
regime dimension one, ‘guiding principles’. See the qualitative codebook in the methods section for a list of 
dimensions and more information. 
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3.1 Period I 1995 - 2000 
3.1.0 Overview of period I.
3.1.0.1 Landscape.

In the 1990’s a rise of neoliberal policies was visible worldwide. Liberalization occurred in electricity 
sectors, communications sectors and other sectors worldwide. In 1997 the Asian financial crisis occurred. 
1997 was also the year of the Kyoto Protocol, following the "Earth Summit" in Rio de Janeiro in 1992. In 
1990 the IPCC had issued their first assessment report and in 1995 their second report. 
3.1.0.2 Regime.

Starting from 1995 the Dutch government issued many new laws and policy documents for the energy 
sector: the energy tax (REB) in 1995; the new electricity law of 1998, following the energy policy note of 
1996; the action program sustainable energy in 1997; action program energy savings 1999; and a policy note 
on climate policy in 1999 35. New laws like the electricity law had the purpose to configure a new industry 
structure in line with the trend of liberalization. Sustainability laws were mainly intended to make energy 
production and energy use more efficient 36.

Box 1, Explanation of the MAP and B-MAP programs37.
The (Business) Environment action plan was a Dutch government program on energy use 
reduction, energy production efficiency and sustainable production from 1990 until 2000.  As the  
energy companies were also regarded as companies, goals were set for the incumbents and their 
business clients. Generally, the abbreviation MAP was used in the annual reports to refer to 
goals for the energy companies and B-MAP was used to refer to sustainability targets for their   
business clients. Before 1997 MAP was a voluntary program for the incumbents, but in 1997 
Dutch law made it an obligatory task for all Electricity Distribution Companies (EDCʼs) and 
arranged financing by means of a small surplus on the energy bill of their clients. The annual 
reports indicate that the EDCʼs acted as executors of  B-MAP without  being internally motivated. 
For instance the program was separated by law financially from their main activities; MAP and B-
MAP was reported on in different sections of the annual reports; MAP was generally  not 
referenced to in the strategic sections of the annual reports; the program had itʼs own guiding 
principles and the goal-setting of the program regularly contradicted with company goals. For 
instance while the programʼs aim was to reduce energy use and the EDCʼs report their 
achievements regarding MAP as ʻprevented co² emissionsʼ38 other sections in their annual reports 
show a steady increase in Dutch electricity use, which was referred to as ʻgrowthʼ. Apart from 
their function as executors of B-MAP, the EDC ʼs were also commercially involved in the B-MAP 
programs in their role as commercial firm. Eneco was very explicit about their attitude towards B-
MAP: “Market orientation,  cost efficiency, and the creation of new products and services are 
central in Eneco's involvement in B- MAP”(AR ENECO 1994) EDCʼs gave advice on a commercial 
basis regarding energy savings in industry or companies which were implementing B-MAP. EDCʼs 
also cooperated in combined heat and power (CHP) projects of their industrial customers. The 
EDCʼs were internally  motivated, for the part of B-MAP services, which offered profits, that were 
financed by the B-MAP program for which they were also the executors. B-MAP and MAP offered 
the EDCʼs ample freedom to choose how to achieve co² reduction targets; EDCʼs therefore show 
differences in how they implemented MAP.

The industry structure at the time consisted of several small regional EDC’s and several small electricity 
producers. All electricity producers (EP’s) were mandatory cooperating in Sep39. Sep arranged the central 
management of electricity generation and owned the high voltage grid. The Dutch government envisioned 
the creation of a centralized electricity production organization (GPB)40. The internal reorganizations of the 
EDC’s, the change of their company structures and ownership model, the use of the newly available ICT 
options effectively co-created a new industry structure in which four major EDC’s emerged. Period I was 
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35 Regulerende Energiebelasting; Electriciteitswet 1998; Energie Nota 1996; Actieprogramma Duurzame Energie 1997; 
Energiebesparing 1999-2002. Actieprogramma; Uitvoeringsnota klimaatbeleid 1999
36 the Trias energetica order (use reduction, sustainable sources, and efficient production) but neglecting step 2
37 B-MAP is the Dutch government program to reduce greenhouse gasses between 1991 and 1995
38 the actual contribution of MAP to reduce  co²  emission can be disputed, since most of the measures were efficiency measures and 
not investments in sustainable production. 
39 Sep; Samenwerkende energie bedrijven; Cooperating energy companies
40 Grootschalig Productiebedrijf, see glossary



also a period of transition to market orientation for The EDC’s which created a temporary double role or 
identity for the EDC’s.  

Box 2, Explanation of the double identity of EDCʼs in period I.
In period I the Dutch national government had entrusted the EDCʼs with the public task of 
increasing sustainability of the st-system in a role similar to a government agency; issuing 
subsidies, motivating customers for energy savings etc. The MAP program, as is shown in box 1, 
was a legacy of the previous period when the incumbents had an even more pronounced public 
role. Although all incumbents had been formally private companies they were owned exclusively 
by various governments (D2). The role of this ownership  model had changed gradually in period I 
due to the liberalization. As a consequence, in period I the EDCʼs developed a public as well as a 
commercial identity. The incumbents refer to conflicting interests between these roles and a shift 
to a fully commercial identity in their annual reports; for instance Eneco formulates it  as “making 
the transition from public utility to commercial enterprise” (AR Eneco 2002). This ʻtransformationʼ 
was not a smooth a gradual process, It was a parallel process in which the two roles or a ʻdouble 
identityʼ, as public function and as commercial firm, coexisted. This double identity would express 
itself in the paradoxical nature the activities of the incumbents in period I which has implications 
for the analysis41. The EDCʼs chose different solutions to keep both roles aligned as much as 
possible.

Competition between EDC’s in the second half of this period concentrated on wholesale costs which 
depended on trading volume and proper planning. Proper planning was paramount because EDC’s had to 
contract their purchases from the Sep. pool in advance and EDC’s were fined for estimation errors. In 1995 
the production companies suffered from an overcapacity due to the rise of combined heat and power (CHP) 
plants42 in the industry, which also affected43 the profits of the EDC’s . 

The idea of the Dutch government to integrate all EP’s in one production company (GPB) was abandoned 
in 1997 and as a consequence in 1999 three of the four major EP’s were acquired by foreign EC’s. In 1999 
the APX spot price market for electricity was founded and large Industrial markets were liberalized. EDC’s 
could buy their electricity freely on international wholesale markets, however import capacity was still 
limited. Retail markets were not liberalized, therefore the government market regulator Dte44 lowered the 
sales prices of electricity for clients of the EDC’s with the so called ‘efficiency discounts’.
3.1.0.3 Niches.

The incumbents experimented with innovative niche technologies such as photovoltaic electricity, wind 
energy, waterpower, and biomass on a small scale. Most of these experiments were financed from the B-map 
program. The niche search and interpretations of incumbents were dependent on how they interpreted 
landscape trends and resolved conflicting interest related to their double role. The main attention and most 
capital of B-map was focussed on energy-efficiency45. A possible explanation for this is that energy 
efficiency aligned better with the objectives of liberalization such as cost reductions and industry policy. 
Essent introduced ‘green electricity’ and Nuon introduced ‘nature electricity’ for a niche retail market. Both 
were also used to provide extra funding for sustainable niche search.
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41 when making an analysis of events using the annual reports in period I of the incumbents, the researcher should take into account 
which particular ʻroleʼ the incumbent fulfills for that particular issue
42 a result from the CHP success in the previous period
43 Until 2000 the Sep-protocol arranged that the EDCʼs had to refund the generating sectorʼs fixed costs for four years, the EDCʼs could 
however only partially compensate these higher costs by increasing electricity tariffs.
44 Dte: Dutch electricity market authority
45 Confirming earlier findings of Verbong and Geels “energy saving received more attention than renewable” (2007 p.1032)



3.1.1 Enecoʼs response.
3.1.1.1 Interpretation of landscape trends.
Eneco interpreted the landscape trend of Liberalization as unstoppable and related that to company survival. 
Eneco did not relate the trend of sustainability with survival but interpreted it as a government agenda on 
greenhouse gas reduction. These two trends were not seen as interconnected.

The new management embraced the trend of liberalization, which was primarily interpreted as a 
competition-model; W.J. Naeije the CEO states in 1994: “other companies are allowed to compete with us, it 
is as simple as that”(AR 1994)46. Eneco interpreted the liberalization as an unstoppable trend that would 
define future selection:“Liberalization is unstoppable and asks for prompt action and a smart strategy 
to acquire a strong competitive position” (AR1995). Although competition in this period was still limited to 
the wholesale markets the reaction of the CEO on a question about the size of the company: “the largest ED 
in the Netherlands? that doesn't say much, take away the borders and the next European Energy company in 
line is ten times bigger” (AR1995) shows that Eneco’s focus on competition was instrumental in Eneco’s 
interpretation of liberalization as a selection process on European level. In 2000 at the end of the period this 
is plainly stated by Eneco: “in the fierce struggle only the strong companies will survive”(AR2000).

 On the contrary, Eneco did not interpret the trend of sustainability as an unstoppable trend. For Eneco 
sustainability equaled to the government co! reduction target policy which focused on a final target in 200047. 
Sustainability was seen by Eneco as a matter between government and their clients48. Furthermore Eneco did 
not relate the trend of sustainability with their survival. The annual reports of this period lack any reference 
to sustainability as a strategical issue. Eneco’s involvement in sustainability was either on commercial 
grounds49 or part of their obligations in MAP50. Eneco’s seldom showed commitment to sustainability; in 
1999 Eneco stated: “to guarantee the provision of electricity, gas heat and cold is our primary concern but 
Eneco is willing to do that with an open eye to the world around us".
3.1.1.2 Interpretation and shaping of regime dynamics.
Eneco focussed on predictable trajectories, which formed the main driver for change in Eneco. Eneco and 
other companies co-created a new industry structure by changing their company structures.

It was a period of rapid and pronounced change for Eneco: “It is clear there is only one certainty and that 
is continuous change”(AR1995). However for Eneco the change was predictable. The predictable 
trajectories consisted of: the anticipation of future competition on customer markets, the transformation to a 
commercial company, privatization, the growth of all EDC’s in Europe, the economies of scale (providing 
the finances for growth), the wholesale competition between Dutch companies, and the stepwise change in 
Dutch laws and regulations. 

Eneco emphasis on it’s function as distributor in the industry structure combined with Eneco’s 
interpretation of liberalization as a selection process on European level, had the effect that Eneco aligned 
several regime dimensions strategically. 

Eneco reported a change in it’s user relations and business model regarding it’s business customers. 
Providing more service and product diversification accorded well with Eneco’s new ideas about how a 
commercial firm should operate (D1).  Eneco used it’s technical knowledge (D6) to provide energy services 
and help their business-customers to achieve energy savings. This new business model (D4) also aligned 
well with the government policy and government B-MAP program on sustainability (D5) which emphasized 
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46 Other aspects were consistently framed by Eneco as parts of competition for which synonyms like “market-effectivity”, “market power” 
and “business approach” were used. For example: “the increase of market effectivity by improving quality and diversification and 
differentiation of the product portfolio and increasing the cost-efficiency of the processes”(AR1995)
47 “Eneco ample achieves the yearly targets of 200.000 ton co² reduction” (AR1995) “The target to achieve 2 million ton co² reduction in 
2000 was achieved in 1999” (AR1999)
48 “the changing attitude and behavior of the society regarding the environment, seems to place Eneco in a different role, the role of 
supporting initiatives of customers and of advisor” (AR1995)
49  in 1994 Eneco explains their commercial involvement in the B-MAP programs of clients “Market orientation, cost efficiency, and the 
creation of new products and services are central” (AR 1994)
50 See the ʻdouble identityʼ in paragraph 3.1 and box MAP and B-MAP programs in par 3.1.0.2



efficiency over sustainable electricity generation51. Eneco also participated in several cogeneration (CHP) 
plants of it’s business customers which aligned with Eneco’s new role as knowledge and service provider and 
Eneco’s focus on profit and efficiency 52. Furthermore Eneco was not involved in central electricity 
generation due to the industrial structure reform (D3), and did not see it as their business. Eneco therefore 
did not show much strategical interest in sustainable production methods and innovative niche technologies.  

The change in ownership model form a public to a private ownership (D3) also aligned with Eneco’s 
change in guiding principles (D1); more focus on shareholder value and therefore the quest for profits and 
efficiency. 

Regarding the electricity markets Eneco focussed on the business markets in the Rotterdam area and 
acquired a strong position. The liberalization on wholesale markets led to competition on wholesale costs 
between EDC’s in 1999 when large business markets were liberalized, but well before that occurred, Eneco 
had used a strategic alliance with Shell to increase bargaining power and reduce wholesale costs. This 
strategic alliance gave a competitive advantage compared with PNEM and Nuon. Eneco therefore had less 
strategical reasons to own electricity production.

 Eneco’s Company structure can be seen as co-evolving with the change in industry structure and 
legislation. For instance Eneco’s reorganizations and ICT infrastructure that enabled Eneco to grow and 
operate in a free customer market required the separation of billing and measurement of electricity delivery; 
which in turn allowed the further legal separation of local electricity networks from the EDC’s. It was a win-
win situation for the company and for the National policy agenda. 
3.1.1.3 Niche interpretations
Eneco had no internal incentives for experimenting with innovative niche technologies for electricity 
production. Eneco did participate in profitable CHP projects, however.

Eneco’s choice for (niche) technologies was guided by their growth and efficiency strategy. For example, 
the de-central large scale CHP was chosen for reasons of superior efficiency and therefore superior 
profitability53. 

Other innovative technologies like wind, solar and water power in which Eneco was involved were part 
of the B-MAP program and were not internally motivated. For the B-MAP program the Co! reduction targets  
were the objective and trias energetica 54 was the guiding principle of the government. Eneco reports several 
diverse 55 projects. These were neither seen as opportunity or strategically important 56, because they had no 
relationship with profitability, efficiency 57, Eneco’s primary role as distributor 58 59 or as service provider, 
Eneco’s future survival60 61, or Eneco’s normative rules related to their societal role 62.
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51 Which is part of the trias-energetica strategy promoted by ECN.
52 “CHP are a commercial success”(AR 1994) “joint venture in CHP is lucrative due to efficiency”(AR1997)
53 “CHP is successful due to itʼs efficiency” (AR 1994); “Our joint ventures with industrial CHP are a commercial success” (AR 1997)
54 Energy use reduction, energy efficiency and sustainable production in order of priority.
55 PV project; Solar boilers for consumer market; Wind energy 20.3 Mw; CHP 135 Kwh; green energy Campaign; experiment with 
geothermal energy; biomass; wood as biomass; Gevudo waste incineration (AR 1999)
56 Sustainability was never mentioned as a strategic matter in the annual reports of this period; sustainability was not related by Eneco 
with future survival, their primary role, or normative considerations in their annual reports.
57 Eneco explained their commercial use of the MAP program: “Market orientation, cost efficiency, and the creation of new products and 
services are central in Eneco's involvement in B-MAP” (AR 1994).
58 Eneco was convinced Dutch electricity production would consolidate into a National large scale production company. Grootschalig 
Productie Bedrijf (GPD)
59 Enecoʼs annual reports, contrary to Essent, treated shares in production facilities as financial assets only
60 See Enecoʼs interpretation of landscape trends
61 Eneco financed all reorganizations and ICT that enabled their future competition and the co-creation of the new industry structure. In 
contrast sustainability was financed externally by B-MAP and the B-MAP bookkeeping was separated from Enecoʼs commercial 
activities (which was obligated by law).
62 Enecoʼs societal role is limited to their regional contribution to the “socio economic climate” (AR1994:12)



3.1.2 Essentʼs response.
3.1.2.1 Interpretation of landscape trends and events.
PNEM63 the predecessor of Essent also related the liberalization trend with selection, but PNEM emphasized 
customer choice as the main element in this selection process. PNEM was ambiguous about how the long 
term trend of sustainability related to them.

For PNEM competition was a means and not an end. “Market conditions in which EC’s compete and 
customers have freedom of choice are a stimulus...”(AR 1995)64 and PNEM emphasized the liberty of the 
choice of customers. PNEM had even lobbied with eleven EC’s65 to increase customer orientation in the 
plans of the government (AR 1993). 

Contrary to Eneco, PNEM did see sustainability as a long term trend “On the long term, over a period of 
fifty years, the goal is to create a sustainable energy system” (AR1995) but was in doubt about how that 
trend related to their primary role:“The production of electricity from sustainable sources is more expensive 
than buying from fossil production plants. The main role of the utilities is to deliver energy at lowest costs in 
a trustworthy manner. Delivery of electricity from sustainable sources seems to be in conflict with that 
goal.” (AR 1994) 

Like Eneco, Essent/PNEM did not refer to sustainability as strategically important. Unlike Eneco PNEM 
did connect sustainability with their societal role “PNEM is a public company, not only because it's shares 
are owned by governments but also because the public expects societal responsible behavior” (AR 1995) 
however PNEM tended to relate that societal role only with the MAP program (AR 1995)66.
3.1.2.2 Interpretation of regime dynamics
PNEM co-created the new industry structure but did not cooperate in the separation of distribution and 
production. Sustainability was not a main strategy for PNEM.

For PNEM the same predictable trajectories in the regime dimensions were available, but PNEM chose 
not to comply from the outset with the Dutch government’s wish to split the EDC’s from EP’s 67.  While 
Eneco believed in the creation of a GPB in this period, and defined itself as a distributor, PNEM held close 
ties to production units68. Although Eneco had a similar ownership model of regional EP’s, Eneco did not 
mention this in their annual reports as strategically important or as Eneco being ‘affiliated’ with electricity 
production, as Essent did. 

PNEM was focussed on liberalization, with elements as growth, client orientation, cost reductions, 
efficiency, and consolidation. Project Metamorfose exemplifies how their strategy of efficiency and growth 
coincided with the co-creation of the industry structure and how strategy aligned with government policy: 
“Competition, stemming from liberalization requires efficient business processes ... Furthermore a 
separation between distribution and networks is necessary (by law). In order to comply with these demands 
PNEM developed a new organizational structure. Project Metamorfose started in 1996”(AR1997)

In 1994 the increase of CHP in the Dutch Electricity production was interpreted as a tension by Essent 
because of it’s affiliation with the production sector. Improvement of efficiency of the large scale production 
therefore became an issue for PNEM. “costs of large scale CHP are lower than central production units, 
therefore more cost reductions are necessary, and better planning for the construction of new plants is 
necessary” (AR 1994). PNEM seems to show commitments that lock in; in that same period Eneco was not 
concerned with the improvement of central electricity production. For strategical reasons PNEM kept close 
ties with the electricity production sector. For instance at the end of this period PNEM used their alliance in 
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63 Provinciale Noord-Brabantse Electriciteits Maatschappij largest predecessor of Essent used in this study to represent Essent before 
2000. see method section and Glossary and timeline in the Appendix
64 Note the difference with Enecoʼs framing of customer orientation as a means for competition
65 Horizon 2000 was a plea from eleven production and distribution companies for a market oriented structure of the electricity sector 
which would allow clients to influence more aspects of the production chain(1993:18)
66 See also the double identity of EDCʼs in the overview of period I
67 the joint venture EZN (PNEM Delta, Mega and EPZ) was founded with the intention to create a holding in the future (AR 1993)
68 “The planned cooperation with production unit EPZ will deliver us a strong position in large scale electricity production. This will allow 
us to tune production with delivery as well as electricity with Natural Gas markets.” (AR1998)



EZN to keep wholesale costs low. The success of this strategy strengthened PNEM/Essent’s idea that an 
alliance with production is essential for survival; “The Networks business and our generating businesses are 
our insurance for the future” (AR 2000).

PNEM followed the government policy targets regarding co! reduction69, but shaped that B-MAP 
program in line with their strategy.
3.1.2.3 Niche interpretations.
Strategical ties with electricity production shaped Essent’s niche interpretations. PNEM aligned MAP and 
the trend of sustainability with solving issues for central electricity production.

The search for (niche) technology related to Essent’s strategical ties with EP. Regime dynamics gave them 
reasons to improve the large scale conventional production technology. PNEM had been previously investing 
the MAP funds in CHP, but government policy change helped to redirect PNEM’s search: “government 
Subsidies on CHP are reduced therefore Essent tries to find other means to meet the MAP reduction 
targets”(AR 1995). PNEM had a clear focus on particular niche technologies, biomass and wind energy. In 
1997 PNEM started the biomass power-plant in Cuijk, partly funded by MAP, and in 2002 Essent started 
with the large scale co-firing of biomass in conventional plants. PNEM explains their choice for these 
technologies by referring to their availability and growth potential in the Netherlands. Other technologies 
like solar or water power were seen by PNEM as less feasible.
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69 “the yearly reductions” (AR1993) “find other means to reach the targets” (AR1994) “the public expects societal responsible behavior. 
MAP ... is used for the reduction of co2” (AR1995)



3.1.3 Nuonʼs response.
3.1.3.1 Interpretation of landscape trends and events.
Sustainability was the major trend for Nuon, and they related that trend to selection. The sustainability trend 
and liberalization trend were seen as integrated and connected.

 Nuon’s interpretation of the importance of trends differed substantially from both Eneco and Essent. 
Sustainability was the major trend for Nuon. Chairman Tob Swellheim of NUON stated: "Sustainability is 
most important for us. We translated this in our goal for 10% sustainable energy in 2010”. Nuon also made 
a different assessment to what is defining their future selection environment: “We think maximizing profit for 
shareholders is not enough to safeguard the future of our company” (CSR 1999:3). Nuon embraced the 
liberalization, and like Essent interpreted it as mainly a process for ‘liberating’ customers. However, Nuon 
saw sustainability and liberalization as integrated trends “By many the stimulation of sustainable energy and 
Liberalization are seen as opposites. We don't share this view” (CSR 1998). According to Nuon 
liberalization served to create a sustainable energy sector and government, EC’s and the public needed to 
work together. Nuon also connected sustainability with normative considerations, “we are obliged to bring 
solutions, we are rent-masters of the Earth and have to consider other generations as well”, and landscape 
trends like“Kyoto is an important step in the path towards a future with sustainable energy supply”, and 
“Temperatures keep rising, 1998 sets a new record” (CSR 1998).
3.1.3.2 Interpretation of regime dynamics.
Nuon relied on consumer market dynamics and Dutch and EU governments to support the sustainability 
trend.

Nuon was convinced that the governments role was to repair market problems: “The problem of the 
higher price of sustainable sources, has various solutions” (CSR 1998); Nuon points at the exemption from 
eco-tax for green electricity in the Netherlands. Furthermore the CSR’s of Nuon indicate that Nuon’s view 
was strengthen because they thought governments shared Nuon’s ideas about the importance of 
sustainability:“The Dutch government acknowledges the disadvantages of the current energy supply” (CSR 
1996). Together, Nuon, clients, governments, other EC’s were transforming the energy sector towards a 
liberalized and sustainable sector according to Nuon.
3.1.3.3 Niche Interpretations
Nuon’s focus on solar, wind and water power, was influenced by Nuon’s focus on the sustainability trend and 
Nuon’s interpretation of the st-regime.

For Nuon sustainability was important strategically. Nuon also used an strategy of growth , consolidation, 
cost reductions and client orientation as other EDC’s70, but integrated that with a strategy to attain 
sustainable leadership.”An integrated strategic policy, with attention for all stakeholders, will give Nuon the 
best warrants to keep a strong market position” (AR1999). This strategy was in line with Nuon’s 
interpretation of sustainability as a strong landscape trend and Nuon’s interpretation of sustainable sectoral 
policy as part of the regime dynamics. This strategy could therefore help Nuon in the expected selection 
process: taking a lead position can be advantageous in European liberalized markets” (CSR 1997). 

 This strategy involved creating competitive advantage by: knowledge “we need to acquire knowledge 
about sustainable energy generation”(CSR 1996), creating a reputation in sustainability ,“For our activities 
on the international market ... a good reputation with sustainable energy is of high importance” (CSR 1997), 
evaluating alternative paths for their vision “Until 2000 our goal is to learn from experiments with various 
sustainable sources and achieve high targets” (CSR 1997), seeking cooperation “The world wildlife fund 
recommends our Nature-electricity”(CSR 1997), creating markets “Our green electricity customers are 
aware that they participate and support in the increase of sustainable energy sources”(CSR 1999), and 
stimulating technology development paths for upscaling “in the future we need wind energy from sea-
locations …therefore we invest in research for mono-pole-foundation”. 
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70 Nuonʼs activities related to the liberalization where identical to those of Essent and Eneco. Nuon set out itʼs course towards a 
European Electricity sector. Nuon had reorganization projects for cost reductions. Nuon started ICT projects to change itʼs administrative 
processes and as a result helped to shape the new industry structure along the way.



Nuon’s (niche) technology search therefore differed from Eneco and Essent. Efficiency, for instance, was 
not the primary objective like it was for Eneco’s involvement in CHP. Nuon’s stance towards solar energy 
was much more positive than the attitude of Essent and Eneco. “Solar panels are the future” (CSR 1999). 
The ultimate potential of the technology and the creation of new paths was more important than profitability 
for Nuon. “with the large scale application of solar energy by our Nature-electricity customers, prices will 
go down and we bring that solar future nearby”(CSR 1999).  

Nuons’s approach to market niche developments was also different. Nuon took advantage of the new 
‘Green electricity’ concept that was developed by Essent. Essent believed only a niche-market would be 
interested in that product in 1994 71 but Nuon based their main business model on that idea. Nuon and Essent  
eventually brought the concept to the masses72, helped by the eco-tax (REB) exemption, and the role of this 
‘green market’ as a pilot for the complete liberalization of the retail electricity market. 
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71 “Based on research. PNEM estimates that only a small group of customers will be interested.” (AR PNEM 1995)
72 alongside Essent



3.1.4 Summary of period I.
MLA 1995 - 2000

Landscape Trend of Liberalization; Trend of sustainability

Regime New policy and regulations for the introduction of market mechanisms; new industry structure (EDC’s since 
1990); anticipated ownership model (private); wholesale market competition; anticipation of more market 

competition and Europeanization

Niche Innovative technologies: Wind, Solar, Water, Biomass, Gasification, CHP, Gas turbines

Responses 1995 - 2000 Eneco Essent Nuon

Landscape 
Interpretations

Liberalization is unstoppable, 
And offers opportunities to 

become one of the major EU 
EC’s 

Liberalization is unstoppable, 
which offers opportunities to 
become one of the major EU 

EC’s 

Sustainability is inevitable and 
offers opportunities. 

Liberalization and Sustainability 
are integrated trends

Identification of the primary 
trend: 

Liberalization Liberalization Sustainability

Regime

D1:Guiding Principles Competition for survival
(Growth, strength and efficiency)

 Competition for survival
(Growth, strength and efficiency)

Competition for survival & 
Cooperation

D7: Meaning - - Change in Meaning of product 
(natuurstroom)

Alignments Predictable trajectories Predictable trajectories Technological Substitution

Misalignments CHP " Central EP

Tensions - contested Industry structure 
(as EDC without EP)

-

The firms primary regime focus: Focus on predictable 
trajectories

Focus on predictable 
trajectories

Focus on technological 
substitution

Niche Search and 
Interpretations

Energy efficiency 

(CHP; Heat distribution)

Efficiency & add-on sustainable 
EP

radical shift & fundamental 
sustainable generation

Technologies no EP experiments Experiments with biomass & 
gasification

Experiments with wind, water, 
solar.

Rejection of Bio-mass

The firms primary Niche focus: no strategical experiments with 
EP technology

Experiments with add-on 
technology for the medium 

future

Experiments with radical 
technology for the far future

See also Strategy Analysis Period I or Conclusions See also Strategy Analysis Period I or Conclusions See also Strategy Analysis Period I or Conclusions See also Strategy Analysis Period I or Conclusions 
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Findings period I. Remaining and new questions.

• Nuon, Essent and Eneco, incumbents of the electricity 
regime responded differently to the ongoing energy 
transition.

• The response consisted of differences in interpretation, 
differences in (mis)alignments and differences in niche 
usage.

• The incumbents interconnected landscape 
interpretations, alignments between regime dimensions 
and use of niche technologies as part of their strategy.

Theoretical generalized findings:

• Identical MLP interactions allow different responses by 
incumbents,

• Incumbents interpret MLP interactions in a discursive 
process,

• Incumbents can choose and emphasize a subset of 
alignments in the st-system and a subset of rules in the 
st-regime.

• Why did Nuon deviate?

• Why did Eneco and Essent neglect the trend of sustainability?

• Policy attention to the trend of Liberalization and attention for 
Energy-savings (Verbong and Geels, 2007 p.1032) is not a 
sufficient explanation for the neglect of sustainability of Eneco and 
Essent; Nuon integrated sustainability with Liberalization under 
identical conditions.

• ‘stabilizing mechanisms’; Organizational capital, cognitive 
routines, sunk investments (Unruh, 2000; Walker, 2000 in Verbong 
and Geels, 2007 p.1026) are not a sufficient explanation for the 
period 1995 - 2000. The case studies showed that the Dutch 
incumbents did not experience these stabilizing mechanisms 
equally. Eneco and Nuon did not experience the sunk investments 
in generation capacity similar to Essent, and Nuon deviated from 
‘cognitive routines’. 

• An explanation of differences between incumbents as differences 
in initial position and differences in leadership is not satisfactory; 
Nuon’s initial position was quite similar to that of Eneco; and the 
question remains why differences in leadership could exist under 
such conditions of fast and apparently strong guided change in st-
regime.

see strategy analysis 1995 - 2000 for further analysis of this period or the conclusions sectionsee strategy analysis 1995 - 2000 for further analysis of this period or the conclusions section
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3.2 Period Ii 2001 - 2005 
3.2.0 Overview of period II.
3.2.0.1 Landscape.

The steep increase of Oil prices from 20$ a barrel in 1999 to an all time high of 100$ in 2007 was an 
external landscape trend in this period which can be qualified as a disruptive change (Suarez and Oliva 2005 
in Geels and Schot, 2007 p.403). The change occurred in combination with several shocks like the Asian 
Financial Crisis, the recession in 2000, the attacks of 9-11-2001, the Invasion in Iraq and the Russian Natural 
gas conflict with the Ukraine in 2005. 
3.2.0.2 Regime.

Customer markets were stepwise introduced in the Dutch 
st-system. ‘Green energy’ customers were free to choose a 
distributor in 2001. The SME markets became free in 2002 
and the total consumer market was deregulated by 2004. The 
bankruptcy of Energie X5 in 2003 a distributor and new 
entrant on the Dutch market made business customers wary 
of financial risks.

The wholesale markets for primary energy and electricity, 
did not function well according to the Dutch EC’s73. 
Furthermore, the new Dutch Electricity spot market (APX) was highly volatile; this was however perceived 
by the EDC’s as normal for liberalized markets. The competition among EDC’s focussed on low wholesale 
costs and was fierce.

Rising Oil prices influenced the price of Natural Gas74 and therefore the electricity wholesale prices. In 
the summer of 2003 a price-shock occurred on electricity spot markets, because Dutch production capacity 
couldn’t fulfill the Dutch demand. In this period the EDC’s started to refer to competition as a struggle for 
survival.

The MAP, the Dutch Environmental action plan, ended in 2000, The Dutch government also abolished the 
tax exemption for green electricity in 2003, and replaced both sustainability measures with MEP, a Dutch 
incentive scheme for domestic sustainable electricity production, which was in use until 2006.

Box 3, The differing impact of the Dutch green incentive policy change: 
in 2003 the Dutch government changed their sustainability policy regarding electricity production, 
from a demand incentive to a production incentive. Green electricity had been exempted from 
energy taxation, which made the price comparable with grey electricity. The EDCʼs used the 
profits of this ʻproductʼ  to invest in sustainable production.  Green electricity had become highly 
successful and played a role as a pilot  case for the liberalization of  the total retail market. 
However there were no restrictions on the geographic locations of investments75. Some EDCʼs 
invested in wind-farms in Germany and even in China. The green certificate trade made such 
arrangements possible. Nuonʼs energy mix increasingly consisted of green electricity from 
Norwegian waterpower-plants, Essent however, used green electricity earnings to finance itʼs 
domestic biomass co-fire activities, Eneco was not involved in green energy production at the 
time. When the policy changed Nuon experienced that as a threat, but Essent could continue 
their co-fire activities with the new production incentive (MEP), and for Eneco it was not an issue.

 
The unbundling issue started in 2003, a fierce conflict between all Dutch EDC’s and the Dutch 

government regarding it’s plans for an industry structure in which the retail networks would be separated 
legally from the EDC’s 

Box 4, st-regime mechanism regarding the unbundling issue:
The Dutch government placed a temporary ban on the privatization of the Dutch EDCʼs from 2002 

Illustrative graph of reported misalignments in 
the annual reports
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73 The Dutch ECʼs felt they were too dependent on one Dutch wholesale supplier, Sep. for electricity.
74 which was fixed to the Oil price since 1959
75 which wouldnʼt have been possible for the Dutch government due to European free trade laws 



to 2004 (D5), and decided that electricity retail networks shouldnʼt be privatized, because the 
Dutch government perceived that as a threat to the Dutch energy security. Dutch legislation was 
more strict than in other European countries. The Dutch industry structure transformed 
accordingly and unbundled the functions of electricity delivery (the networks, the measurement, 
the net balancing, etc) and electricity distribution (the sales, the billing and the client 
relationship)(D2). The EDCʼs were obliged to start ICT projects to enable administrative 
separation and were obliged to separate their companies juridically which was intended to limit 
their ability to use networks as market power (D1).  All Dutch EDCʼs opposed this legislation 
fiercely and argument against it  mainly because they interpreted it as a competitive disadvantage 
in a EU market (D4). Foreign companies didnʼt have this disadvantage, they all had a vertically 
integrated company structure (D2).

Around 2001 the National consolidation of electricity distributors halted because the majority of the 
Dutch companies had already been acquired. Dutch firms couldn’t acquire foreign EC’s because ‘market’ 
prices for these acquisitions were too high. Dutch EDC’s also couldn’t seek for mergers because of a 
temporary ban on privatization from 2002 to 2004. Dutch EDC’s couldn’t grow and couldn’t Europeanize. 
75% of all Dutch production units were already acquired by foreign EC’s.

Around 2003 the industry structure changed. All Dutch EDC’s started to incorporate central electricity 
production in their business, the so called vertical integration. By then, due to global financial circumstances, 
Dutch central production units were on sale and the the Dutch EDC’s used that opportunity to (re)acquire 
domestic production capacity. EDC’s transformed into EC’s  Now the EDC’s had become responsible for 
electricity production they felt they were dependent on the monopoly of Gasunie and reacted by opting for 
Gas-storage and integrating ‘shipping’ activities in their business. The EC’s started to focus on energy due to 
the European power-play competition and divested in other distribution activities like cable, water or waste 
management. EC’s increasingly started to define themselves as energy companies and not as distributors.76 
The share of intermittent renewables in the German energy-mix started to increase but this was not reflected 
on by the Dutch EC’s. Rising prices of natural gas eroded the profitability of CHP.

Box 5, st-regime mechanism affecting gas powered de-central CHP: 
Due to the rising prices for Natural gas and the stable prices for coal the business model for de-
central CHP starts to fail between 2001 and 2003.  Government policy had allowed the landscape 
trend of  rising oil prices to influence the markets by decoupling the electricity and gas prices in 
200177  The price of natural gas was still coupled to oil prices, however. Tis combination of 
circumstances influenced the profitability of CHP. For instance, Eneco canceled plans for a high 
efficient de-central STEG CHP plant (60% to 80% efficiency) for the municipality of Bleiswijk, 
Berghsenhoek and Zoetermeer in 2001. Energy efficiency didnʼt align with profitability anymore 
because especially in the evening the wholesale prices for electricity were low and the gas 
powered plant could not be profitable due to the high natural gas prices. 

3.2.0.3 Niches. 
In period II new niche technologies were still developed and investigated in the st-system such as 

application of gasification technology for biomass in the Buggenum plant in 2002. In other plants co-firing 
of biomass was upscaled and brought to an operational level. Wind energy on land increased threefold to 
2067 Gwh in 2005. The Netherlands fell behind in the implementation of offshore wind in period II. De-
central combined heat and power units are developed but face a swift decline. In 2004 the first demonstration 
project of Carbon Storage in the depleted K12-B gas-field on the North sea was implemented, creating 
positive expectations for this technology. The use of retail rooftop de-central solar PV started to appear in the 
Netherlands, largely outside the scope of the incumbents.
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76 Note that the name Eneco is short for Energy and Communication
77 Example how Government policy moderates landscape pressures



3.2.1 Enecoʼs response.
3.2.1.1 Interpretation of landscape trends
The trend of liberalization lost it’s obviousness and straightforwardness for Eneco

Eneco did not refer much to landscape trends or shocks in this period. In the previous period, 
sustainability was interpreted as government reduction target policy, in this period Eneco related it to energy 
security: “Eneco Energy acknowledges the social responsibilities imposed by its position as an energy 
company and recognizes the growing importance which society places on reliable energy supply in the short 
and long term” (AR2002). The ‘long term’ refers to sustainable sources in Eneco’s perception:“sustainable 
energy is not a hype, but is a trend for the coming 50 years” (AR2001:15). However, Eneco’s annual reports 
don’t show a sense of urgency in this period. It would take five years before Eneco would start to evaluate 
strategies that corresponded with this view (AR2005:6).

The trend of liberalization was not self-evident for Eneco anymore. Eneco wanted to set conditions to the 
Europeanization (AR2003:11) of the Dutch sector because, according to Eneco, there was no level playing 
field (AR2002)(AR2005:12). Eneco also observed that the Dutch energy sector had evolved differently than 
in other countries, which was perceived as a disadvantage for Eneco.
3.2.1.2 Interpretation of regime dynamics
Eneco primarily focused on threats in the regime dynamics and on misalignments that threatened Eneco’s 
survival.

Eneco opposed the envisioned industry structure of the Dutch government (see the unbundling issue), 
which was interpreted as a direct threat to Eneco’s survival. This resulted in a conflict with the Dutch 
government. Eneco experienced the EU competition as power-play for survival “Eneco will be too small to 
survive as a player in the top ten on EU level…”(AR2001). The main rule in the European st-regime was 
that to survive a company needed to grow. The bigger companies survive, hence the term power-play 
competition.

In 2003 Eneco discovered that it is in a disadvantageous position because electricity production was 
generally seen by competitors as paramount for competition.”Eneco is the only electricity company that does 
not own large scale central electricity production, for peak-demand Eneco needs to strengthen it's 
position” (AR 2003:8). At times of peak load Eneco had to buy electricity on the volatile APX market, which 
reduced Eneco’s margins.78

Eneco had made an exit of the telecom business in 2000 and focussed on energy markets (electricity, heat 
and natural gas) in this period. Risk awareness increased. Eneco turns to a Vertical Integration strategy and 
seeks to buy, build or control production units. Vertical Integration and focus on Energy was a defensive 
strategy in the EU power-play competition setting. Some of Eneco’s Gas powered CHP units became 
unprofitable (see sub-case), and three quarter of Dutch central production units had already fallen in foreign 
hands in 2003. Finding production capacity therefore was not easy and Eneco was late compared to Essent 
and Nuon.

In 2005. Eneco decided that to reduce risks it had to produce or have fixed contracts for 50 to 70 % of it’s 
electricity demand (AR 2005). Eneco acquired the Rijnmond power-plant in 2005, started building the 
Pergen1 CHP Plant in 2006 and an opted to build another 800MW plant in the Europort area. Eneco’s chose 
Natural Gas due to it’s flexibility79 reducing peak-load cost. For the base-load Eneco had to chose what was 
available. In the Rotterdam Harbor area mostly Gas powered plants were available for Eneco
3.2.1.3 Niche interpretation and use
Profit and market positioning were still main incentives for Eneco that determined their niche search.

Eneco started with plans for the Q7 offshore wind-park in 2005. For Eneco Wind energy was a new 
market in which it wanted to enter: “Wind and biomass are the most important sources for sustainable EP in 
the Netherlands. Eneco aims to conquer terrain on these sources” (AR2003) Eneco’s use of wind 
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78 Especially peak load was a problem because prices could explode due to low price elasticity
79 “ENECO Energie will continue to actively seek access to flexible production capacity in the years ahead” (AR2003)



technology in period II can be explained as part of Eneco’s quest to acquire sufficient electricity generation 
capacity and diversify it’s energy sources. Eneco was not very active experimenting with (niche) 
technologies. Eneco preferred proven technologies(AR2003)(AR2005). Eneco gave priority to commercial 
guiding principles: “Our business approach (to sustainable energy) will prove to be the most sustainable in 
the long term” (AR2003). Nevertheless Eneco started five small scale bio-mass projects, to gain experience 
with the technology. However, most of Eneco’s power-plants used natural gas as energy source, therefore the 
practical applicability of this technology was low for Eneco. 

3.2.2 Essentʼs80 response.
3.2.2.1 Interpretation of landscape trends
Essent rarely reflected on landscape trends in period II. However, practical concerns regarding primary 
energy and liberalization increased their risk awareness.

Essent indirectly reacted on the steady rising oil prices because the price of oil determined the price of 
Dutch natural gas, and had a similar but smaller smaller upward influence on the price of coal. This effect 
was first described by Essent in the beginning of the period (AR 2000:11) but would influence Essent 
throughout period II. There are no indications in the annual reports that Essent made extrapolations of this 
trend to the future. Essent did however perceive the risks of this trend at a time of high competition in the EU 
st-regime. Essent started to link the trend of sustainability with energy security: ”Essent believes that 
sustainable power generation is necessary to continue to meet demand and to promote a cleaner 
environment” (AR2002:12). “We believe these new [ed:sustainable] methods pose a key challenge for the 
future due to: the exhaustibility of fossil fuel reserves, the emission reduction targets the sector has agreed to 
in the coal covenant made in consultation with the government, the social sensitivities regarding the storage 
of nuclear waste, the political instability in areas with extensive fossil fuel reserves such as the Middle 
East.” (AR2002)

Liberalization was not qualified by Essent anymore as unstoppable trend that would make electricity 
cheaper and make customer-service better. Instead liberalization was increasingly referred to in terms of 
practical problems. “The impending deregulation of the energy market was already casting its shadow ahead 
in 2003” (AR2003). “the contracting of purchases from the Sep pool, which was already a difficult 
undertaking, became a lottery” (AR1999:10) Liberalization was not seen as a self-evident process anymore: 
“The deregulation of the energy sector is being seriously handicapped by uncertainties in the 
regulations.”(AR1999:10). Furthermore, expectations of Essent regarding liberalization were increasingly 
based on the European st-regime “As a natural consequence of deregulation, Dutch energy companies are 
preparing themselves for privatization, which is a logical result of the ending of their monopolies… It would 
align the Dutch situation with that in surrounding countries”(AR2000:10) Liberalization had become a 
process of bricolage, and Essent referred to the EU st-regime as a more ‘pure’ form of liberalization. “the 
Netherlands is choosing a direction that differs strongly from what is accepted elsewhere in 
Europe” (AR2000:11). 
3.2.2.2 Interpretation of regime dynamics
The regime dynamics in this period, dominated Essent’s attention. 

“Since end 1998 it is the dynamics of the markets that dictate the developments”(AR1998:20). The 
annual reports in this period give detailed descriptions of the risks involved with, price-dynamics in the 
system, Europeanization and sectoral policies. This period is characterized by Essent as highly uncertain and 
competition is characterized as a struggle for survival81. Essent was mainly concerned about three topics: 
profitability, growth in a Europeanized sector, and National sectoral policy.

Profitability was under pressure due to misalignments. For example, rising primary energy prices due to 
landscape developments in combination with decreasing electricity prices due to market competition led to 
the unprofitability of CHP (AR2001:26) and Essent had to close down two large CHP plants. Essent was 
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80 Essent was formed in 1999 by the merger of PNEM/MEGA Group and EDON Group
81 (AR2002:36; AR2003:4)



generating 40% of it’s electricity in CHP plants (AR2002:19) therefore rising prices of Oil (and therefore 
natural gas) could hamper Essent’s profitability in the years to come. Essent responded with a vertical 
integration strategy to increase profitability and reduce risks. By operating conventional electricity 
production Essent was able to avoid price-risks on the electricity wholesale markets, and therefore increase 
it’s profitability. By means of building large gas-storage facilities Essent could enhance it’s bargaining power 
on the natural gas market that was still dominated by the natural monopoly of the State owned GasUnie.

Growth was perceived as essential for survival by Essent. “If we are to continue serving the interests of 
all our stakeholders in the short term, further growth is essential. Our goal is to be a leading energy 
company in northwest Europe in the medium-to-long term. We intend to achieve this position while retaining 
our independence and identity” (AR2003:20). For growth on the long term, Essent had to rely on expansion 
abroad. (2000:9)  Yet Essent’s growth was hampered by several misalignments:
• Unbundling would decrease Essent’s financial strength, resulting in a lower ability to invest and grow and 

therefore reduce chances for survival in an Europeanized sector. 
• Growth by means of foreign acquisitions was hampered by increasing prices for take-overs in foreign 

countries (2001:13) Which can be explained by the domination of the take-over market by foreign EC’s 
that had a higher financial strength due to the fact that their consolidation-phases had taken place in larger 
home-markets. These companies had outgrown the Dutch companies.

• Growth by attracting new capital using privatization was hampered by a temporary ban on privatization in 
the Netherlands. 
Focus on energy and vertical integration therefore became the only available route for Essent; the so 

called “focus and growth” 82(AR2000:7) strategy. Vertical integration was used by Essent’s to strengthen it’s 
position in a European sector where all foreign competitors already owned production units. ‘Focus’ meant 
“focus on activities that constitute the company’s strengths” (AR2000:7), which meant abandoning the multi 
utility concept altogether (AR2003:16). Cable-com83, the last cornerstone of this abandoned strategy, was 
eventually sold in 2007. Essent essentially did not have much of a choice;”deregulation and 
internationalization of the energy market plus its ongoing consolidation, led us to adjust our strategy in 
mid-2003”(AR2003:16). An EDC would experience serious problems on the electricity wholesale market 
that was dominated by vertically integrated European competitors and would risk to become prey for a 
hostile takeover. Furthermore the competition in cable and telecom became as fierce as in the energy sector 
due to similar EU st-regime dynamics.

National sectoral policy was Essent’s thirth concern. Like Eneco and Nuon, Essent opposed the 
unbundling plans of the government (see text block unbundling issue), which led to severe tensions in the 
Dutch st-regime. Essent’s trust in the governments ability to define the new market system slowly declined. 
Most of the uncertainties about the functioning of the st-system were attributed by Essent to Dutch 
government failure. The national sectoral policy that had provided trust and predictable paths in Period I was 
now associated by Essent with uncertainties, risks and the political unwillingness to protect Dutch EC’s in 
the EU st-regime.
3.2.2.3 Niche interpretation and use 
Essent’s niche focus was influenced by new regime dynamics and trends such as energy security. However, 
the niche search did not divert from the previous period it was realigned.

Essent had experimented with biomass technology in period I. The REB exemption and MAP had helped 
them to finance these projects. In 2002 Essent started with the large scale implementation of co-firing 
biomass in their coal plants and started with waste incineration. Essent’s assessment of the feasibility of 
sustainable innovative niche technologies like, wind, solar, water and biomass was determined by four 
factors: the strategy to invest in domestic generation capacity only, “hydropower, can only be used on a 
limited basis in the Netherlands” (AR 2002:20); the environmental performance “the most effect at the 
lowest cost”(1998:57) the potential contribution to company growth (AR2007:28) and Essent’s early 
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82 The word growth is used by Essent as a euphemism for strength, Essenʼt did not grow in period II in terms of turnaround 
83 Wired telecommunication services



strategical affiliation with conventional electricity production. Biomass and wind energy were chosen due to 
locality (AR2003:31) and availability (AR2005:46). In practice wind-energy was developed in a much lesser 
amount than biomass by Essent (AR2003:33)(AR2006:49) (AR2007:28).

 The change in incentive policy in 2003 of the Dutch government was no problem for Essent’s Niche 
focus: “it appears that the approaching introduction of a new system of tax regulations (REB/MEP) will 
guarantee that the sources of sustainable energy relevant to the Netherlands, i.e. wind and biomass, will 
continue to receive sufficient support in the future”(AR2002:20). Essent’s policy to invest only in domestic 
sustainable energy production payed off; the new MEP incentive scheme would only subsidize domestic 
green electricity production. Essent therefore could switch to MEP to finance the large scale co-firing of 
biomass in their own coal plants. “Our aim for the coming years is to acquire up to twenty percent of the 
total amount of fuel for our coal power stations from biomass” (AR 2002). Sustainability was still 
interpreted by Essent as a reduction target policy. However co-firing also became aligned with source 
independency,”An added advantage of the increased use of sustainable sources such as biomass is that our 
energy generating activities are less sensitive to price increases for conventional fuels”(AR 2003). This 
alignment was partly due to the properties of the MEP subsidies program, but mainly because biomass as an 
add-on technology decreased volatility and therefore increased the financial performance of conventional 
power generation.

 Sustainable sources were important for Essent, given that the government kept subsidizing the co-firing 
of biomass84. The following event exemplifies this attitude. In 2003 the Dutch government suddenly halted 
subsidizing because EU targets could be met without subsidies. Essent immediately reacted: “When the 
government decided to drastically reduce the subsidy on the large-scale generation of sustainable energy 
from clean biomass with effect from 1 January 2003, Essent had no alternative but to stop its activities in this 
area in the Netherlands.” Essent effectively forced the government to re-start it’s subsidies-program in 2006. 
Biomass, can be concluded was not part of an internally motivated sustainability strategy, but was add-on to 
Essent’s overall strategy. Furthermore Essent did not focus on the long term transformation of the 
infrastructure to a new sustainable energy infrastructure; it was aware that co-firing biomass had 
technological limitations that would never allow 100% sustainability (2007:42). 
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84 “We want to double our efforts for green electricity coming five year, on the condition the government uses consistent policy to create 
the preconditions” (AR 2006)



3.2.3 Nuonʼs response.
3.2.3.1 Interpretation of landscape trends
Nuon abandoned the sustainability trend, and became concerned about energy security in the later half of 
period II.

In 2001 Nuon, similar to period I, referred to the worldwide trend of Liberalization as freedom of choice 
for customers (AR2001:9) and therefore emphasized creation of consumer markets (AR2002:10) over 
privatization. However in the remainder of the period Nuon referred sparsely to the trend of liberalization. 

Sustainability as a worldwide trend also became less prominent in Nuon’s annual reports. In 2002 a new 
CEO was appointed, and Nuon started to rephrase Nuon’s societal role from environmental sustainability to 
corporate social responsibility (CSR2002:2)(AR2002:10). Around 2004 the fear for depleting resources, 
increased worldwide demand (CSR2004:16) and increasing international political instability in the mining 
regions of energy resources had turned Nuon’s attention to energy security. “Security of supply is not 
obvious” (CSR2004:4). Rising oil prices (CSR2005:6) became a concern. The Russian-Ukrainian gas 
conflict, served as exemplary event for Nuon (AR2006:11). Rising oil prices however were also seen as 
positive for the necessary technological substitution to a sustainable system (CSR2005:19).
3.2.3.2 Interpretation of regime dynamics
EU st-regime dynamics influenced Nuon to abandon their sustainable leadership strategy. Contrary to 
Essent and Eneco, Nuon did experience serious misalignments due to the Dutch green energy policy change.

Around 2001 Noun, like Eneco and Essent, experienced the European competition as power-play and 
acknowledged that attaining a strong position in production was paramount for survival. Nuon started this 
period as a multi-utility distributor. Leadership in sustainable energy distribution and production of green 
energy had been a core part of their strategy85. The customer base of loyal green electricity customers had 
been another pillar of their strategy. Contrary to Essent86, Nuon had Europeanized it’s green energy 
production. In the previous period the production of sustainable energy in the Netherlands had grown only 
slowly, to keep up with demand, Nuon had been obliged to invest in foreign sustainable energy production 
(AR2000) and Nuon used the green certificate system to (virtually) supply their nature-electricity customers, 
for instance with Norwegian water power. Misalignments would however lead to a breakdown of this 
strategy.

Box 6, st-regime mechanism of the Dutch green incentive policy change:
Green electricity was introduced by Essent in 1994 as a form of product  diversification (D4) and 
was expected to serve a niche market only. It  comprised the labeling of retail electricity as 
ʻgreenʼ using green certificate trade. This was made possible by the administrative separation of 
distribution (sales) and actual electricity delivery (D3). Event sequences would result  in 
alignments: Due the the tax-exemption in 1995 (D5) prices for green electricity had become 
comparable with grey electricity. This resulted in the creation of a mainstream market (D4), and 
the growth of  a customer base of people who believed in the transformational potential of this 
product (D7). Nuon emphasized that the profits of their nature-electricity  would be invested in 
sustainable production.Furthermore Green electricity was seen as a pilot  market (D4) by all 
EDCʼs for the upcoming total retail market liberalization (D3), which assisted the broad 
acceptance of this product. Green electricity revenues (D4) were thus used by the EDCʼs for 
investments in green production systems (D2) and experiments (D6); The new ʻgreenʼ  market 
created a guidance of search (D1) for sustainable sources.  For Nuon this meant as search for 
technologies related to system innovation, such as wind, water and solar energy. For Essent it 
meant co-firing biomass.

In period II event sequences would result in misalignments: The Dutch REB-tax and REB tax-
exemption (D5) was not harmonized with regulations in other EU member states (D5). Other 
countries used production incentive policies or production target policies, and EU policy on co² 
reduction consisted of reduction targets for each member state (D5). The Dutch government 
therefore became convinced that this incentive scheme was not effective for achieving EU-targets 
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85 in the same period a new CEO took the place of Tob Swelheim, who had been the architect of Nuonʼs sustainable leadership strategy
86 Eneco had only started selling green energy in this period, but Eneco merely considered this as a test market for the liberalization of 
the retail market. (AR Eneco 2001)



and ʻleakingʼ  Dutch funds to other countries. As a consequence the Dutch government decided in 
2003 to change itʼs demand incentive policy to a production incentive policy (D5). 

The vertical integration strategy that was so important for survival in an EU-regime would turn Nuon 
suddenly into one of the most polluting companies. This situation did not fit with the carefully constructed 
lead-position in sustainable energy of Nuon. Furthermore, the Dutch change in incentive scheme was 
experienced by Nuon as a major tension. In 2003 the Dutch Government changed their sustainable energy 
incentive-scheme from demand to production incentive (effectively aligning Dutch legislation with the EU-
regime). The Dutch government was concerned about ‘leakage’ of government funds to foreign countries87 
88. The new MEP scheme would allow the Dutch government to restrict their funds to flow only to Dutch 
green production investments. EU-legislation regarding free markets prohibited a demand-incentive scheme 
to make this distinction. A pure Dutch production incentive scheme however was allowed. The change from 
REB tax exemption to MEP crippled Nuon’s primary business model and strategy, and Nuon had to adapt 
rapidly. Figure 2 is an illustration of increased uncertainty in the company, around 2005 at the time of this 
incentive scheme change.

Figure 2: indicative word-count of the words uncertainty and adaptation in the annual reports of Nuon

Nuon took two steps to preclude serious problems. First, in 2002 Nuon introduced green electricity as 
alternative for their nature-electricity89 which allowed them to include biomass as green energy source. The 
Energy-policy note 199990 of the Dutch Government already had proposed that bio-energy, as from waste 
incineration, bio-gas and bio-mass should account for 45% of the Dutch Energy production mix in 2020. 
Because of the regime dynamics earlier mentioned Nuon adopted a vertical integration strategy for which 
Nuon had to acquire electricity production capacity. The available Dutch production units included coal 
plants. Co-firing Biomass or CCS were the only options to make those plants more sustainable. It was 
therefore essential to change their retail product, and change their strict interpretation of sustainability91 
which had assisted Nuon’s lead-role in sustainability in the past. 

Secondly Nuon sold their shares in foreign sustainable electricity production units such as German wind-
farms and started to invest in Dutch production units. Dutch wind-farms were not available however. The 
MEP incentive scheme of the Dutch government in 2003 would only subsidize Dutch sustainable production. 
Nuon acquired access to two large central electricity production units by long term contracting Intergen in 
2002 and the acquisition of Reliant energy in 2003.
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87 see (NUON CSR2000) (ENECO AR 2005)
88 for legal reasons; European trade law prohibited any National restrictions on the use of REB funds
89 Green electricity (Groene Stroom) differs from Eco-electricity (Natuurstroom). Eco-electricity only uses water, wind and solar power 
and co-firing biomass in coal plants was not considered sustainable
90 Energienota 1999
91 “with the takeover of Reliant Energy Europe Nuon has become one of the major producers of co2” (AR 2003)



3.2.3.3 Niche interpretation and use
Vertical integration strategy and limited options for domestic production units determined Nuon’s niche 
search. Later in this period energy security concerns combined with risk awareness regarding sustainability 
policy led to the search for ultra-flexible technology.

Nuon’s divestments in sustainable niche technologies such as wind, solar and waterpower and the 
adoption of biomass were not part of a new vision on sustainability. They were forced by the adoption of the 
vertical integration strategy (which made Noun one of the largest co! producers of the Netherlands) and the 
change in incentive scheme of the Dutch government (that brought legislation in line with the EU-regime). 
Nuon had to choose for niche technologies that had a better fit with the new situation. Reduction of co!-
exhaust using biomass was one solution. Furthermore Nuon was forced to divest in foreign wind-turbines to 
provide for the finances for new investments. The vertical integration had reduced Nuon’s flexibility to 
contingencies dramatically. However flexibility in fuel type was still possible: “we can Improve the energy 
security by increasing the flexibility in primary fuels” (CSR2005).

After this difficult period, around 2004 Nuon started to develop their multi-fuel strategy in order to 
reduce price-risks on primary energy markets. Furthermore the gasification technology that was involved 
would also offer co! capture and storage capabilities, which made it adaptable to contingencies such as in 
climate policies and co! taxation. In 2001 Nuon had already experimented with the gasification technology. 
The Buggenum Electricity plant had been a pilot plant for this technology. In 2005 Nuon decided to upscale 
this technology and create a large Multi-fuel power-plant (Magnum) which should be able to gassify coal, 
natural gas and biomass and enable CO! capture in the future.  Nuon defended their choice for the new 
technology as solution for energy security concerns and concerns about future co! pricing. The gasification 
technology would be flexible on all accounts.

Box 7, Event sequence of the gasification technology for Nuon
The Buggenum powerplant  in the south of the Netherlands which became operational in 1990 
was one of the first commercial coal gasification plants. In 2002 experiments with adding biomass 
were successful. A gasification unit  was combined with a high efficient Steam and Gas turbine 
generator (STEG), making the total efficiency 46%; similar to modern coal plants. In 2001 Nuon 
bought the Buggenum powerplant  as part of their vertical integration strategy. In 2005 Nuon 
made an investment decision for upscaling the gasification technology in the planned Magnum 
1200 MW Multi-fuel powerplant and bought the licenses for the technology.
The gasification technology was the most  flexible option regarding energy sources and even 
regarding co² policy changes. The technology allowed ccs (2009:18) at a relative early step in the 
electricity production process. End of pipe solutions for CSS were inferior and involved higher 
costs. The technology allowed to mix a wide range of primary energy sources such as biomass, 
coal and natural gas.  This mix could even be adapted on a monthly basis, giving the plant 
extraordinary wholesale-price flexibility. The so called ʻsyngasʼ  which is used as intermediate fuel 
offered even more promising futuristic possibilities in combination with gas-storage and other st-
regimes such as chemical industry. Syngas can be used for producing plastics. Although being a 
radical innovation the technology can not be considered to be a system innovation for the 
electricity st-system, since it extended the lifetime of centralized fossil based electricity 
production.
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3.2.4 Summary of Period Ii

MLA 2000 - 2005

Landscape Trend of Liberalization has become reality; Trend of Energy security, Trend of price effects , Shocks in 
resource availability.

Regime Europeanization of growth-competition; Electricity Spot price volatility, declining spark-spread, equal dark-
spread

Niche Biomass co-firing; Gasification technology; multi-fuel technology

Responses 2000 - 2005 Eneco Essent Nuon

Landscape 
Interpretations

The firms identification of the 
primary trend: 

no focus on landscape Energy security & price risks Energy security & price risks

Regime Interpretations 
& Shaping

D2: Technologies Acquisition of national power 
stations (Gas)

Acquisition of national power 
stations (Gas, Coal)

Acquisition or build of regional 
power stations (Gas, Coal)

Alignments Vertical integration strategy ~ EU 
regime

Vertical Integration strategy ~ EU 
regime 

Resource diversification ~ 
Energy security

Vertical Integration strategy ~ EU 
regime 

Resource diversification ~ 
Energy security

Misalignments

CHP " price effects & 
decoupling of electricity and gas 

as part of liberalization

CHP " price effects & 
decoupling of electricity and gas 

as part of liberalization

International sustainable sources 
#

EU regime & Dutch policy

Tensions Unbundling issue Unbundling issue REB legislation
Unbundling issue

The firms primary regime focus: Focus on mitigating risks in 
regime dynamics

Focus on mitigating risks in 
regime dynamics

Focus on mitigating risks in 
regime dynamics

Niche Search and 
Interpretations

Technologies Wind Biomass, Wind Biomass, Clean coal, Multifuel, 
CCS

The firms primary Niche focus: - Resource independency, co" 
reduction

Energy source and co" -policy 
flexible technology

See also Strategy Analysis Period I or Conclusions See also Strategy Analysis Period I or Conclusions See also Strategy Analysis Period I or Conclusions See also Strategy Analysis Period I or Conclusions 
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Findings period II Remaining and new questions

• Energy security and price risks in the landscape is a secondary 
concern for the incumbents in the first half of this period.

• The landscape trend of slow increase of Oil prices is effectively 
slowly crippling business models for the EC’s but the EC’s did not 
seem to have perceived the persistence of this trend in this period. 
EC’s still invested in Gas powered plants.

• Risks in the regime were the main concern for all Dutch EDC’s in 
this period. 

• Despite differing strategies and different initial conditions at the 
beginning of this period, the incumbents show a high similarity in 
behavior in this period. (Vertical integration)

• The Dutch REB exemption offered protection for Nuon’s 
sustainability strategy, but that policy measure did not fit in the EU 
regime.

• Biomass was the main focus regarding niche energy sources.

Theoretical generalized findings

• Strong regime structuring forces reduce the variety in 
responses.

• They reduce the freedom to choose and emphasize a 
subset of alignments in the st-system and reduce the 
variety in available rule-sets in the st-regime.

• The incumbents response to disruptive change (energy 
prices) in the landscape is slow.

• Are the tensions in the Dutch electricity regime the result of 
increased EU-regime structuring forces? 

• Did the increasing influence of the EU-regime leave the Dutch 
EC’s much of a choice.

• Why do all incumbents converge to the same response (vertical 
integration and add-on technology)?

• Why do incumbents react slow on the trend of rising primary energy 
prices ?

see strategy analysis 1995 - 2000 for further analysis of this period or the conclusions sectionsee strategy analysis 1995 - 2000 for further analysis of this period or the conclusions section
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4 STRATEGY ANALYSIS
Introduction

The purpose of the strategy analysis in this section is to analyze the individual behavior of incumbents on 
a higher level. The MRLA shows the alignments the incumbents made and the interpretations they had on 
landscape, st-regime and niches. However the MLRA leaves some questions unanswered. Wiltbank’s 
strategy model (Wiltbank et al, 2006) can help to explain the logic behind the incumbents behavior from a 
strategic perspective. 

First Wiltbank’s strategy model was used to qualify the incumbents dominant strategies as one of the four 
strategy modes. A list of indicators (see method section) served to code occurrences of statements or events 
that related to strategy modes in their annual reports. These codes were counted and evaluated. Then strategy 
modes were used to add an explanatory layer on the behavior and responses of the individual incumbents.
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4.1 Period I (1995 - 2000) 
4.1.0 Summary

Eneco and Essent used a planning strategy mode 
that enabled them to consolidate in de Dutch sector and 
create economies of scale. Nuon also focussed on 
economies of scale, but additionally used a visionary 
strategy. All Dutch incumbents believed in a 
predictable and thus plan-able future related to the 
liberalization. The planning strategy helped the 
incumbents to grow. Nuon’s visionary strategy mode 
helped them to control their future environment. Nuon 
asserted in their annual reports that this strategy would 
give them a competitive advantage. Figure 4-1 on the 
right illustrates the positions of the dominant strategies 
of the incumbents in period I. Essent and Eneco both in 
the planning quadrant and Nuon in the visionary 
quadrant. 

Figure 4-1: The findings plotted in Wiltbank diagram for 
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4.1.1 Eneco.
Eneco’s dominant strategy from 1995 - 2000 can be 
qualified as a planning strategy mode using Wiltbank’s 
model. 

A basic count of codes gives the first indication for 
the planning mode (see the first blue column in graph xx 
on the left). The table below displays some exemplary 
quotes from the annual reports of Eneco that were coded 
as indicators for a planning mode.

Exemplary quote Indicator

“Other companies are allowed to compete with us, it is as simple as that” (AR 1994) Focus on competition and 
Competitive analysis

“Liberalization is unstoppable and asks for prompt action and a smart strategy to 
acquire a strong competitive position” (AR1995) 

Environment is taken as 
given; 

Remaining effectively 
‘aligned’ with one’s 

environment

“In 1996 Eneco will be able to benefit of the first results of the economies of 
scale” (AR1995) “Eneco must grow towards a company that is focussed on the 

markets and the international context in general” (AR1995)

Prediction

“Market orientation, cost efficiency, and the creation of new products and services are 
central in Eneco's involvement in B- MAP”(AR 1994)

Expected return as 
criterion for selecting 
resource investments

(see for an complete empirical list table ‘strategy Eneco’ in the Appendix) 
(See also Eneco’s Response from 1995 - 2000 for the context of these quotes)

See appendix for a full list of 
indicators

What is more important however, is that the overall picture of how Eneco aligned regime elements and 
interpreted landscape trends were consistent with a planning mode. The MLRA showed for instance how the 
management of Eneco focussed on growth and an ultimate shake-out and how it carefully guarded to remain 
effectively aligned with the trend of liberalization. The MRLA also revealed how Eneco integrated it’s new 
activities such as energy service provider, co-investor in CHP, advisor in energy efficiency, with the firms 
existing operations and knowledge base (which is also an indicator for a planning mode). It was also shown 
how sustainability was seen as part of government co! reduction target policy. These findings have in 
common that Eneco focussed on alignments that emphasized the environment as predictable. The MLP-
terminology “predictable trajectories” was used in the MLRA to qualify these alignments. A focus on 
prediction is what in Wiltbank’s model defines a planning strategy mode. The response analysis also 
displayed that Eneco did not experiment strategically with radical renewable energy niche technologies. 
Furthermore Eneco scarcely reflected on strategic projections for wind-energy or other alternatives, which is 
consistent with the planning strategy mode.

Can the planning mode explain the alignments that Eneco made? Wiltbank’s model explains their 
response as follows. Since the assumption that the context of the firm is a given fact that follows an 
autonomous path exogenous to the control of the firm is what underlies the planning mode. The future was 
considered as an extrapolation of the present. It was therefore not considered to be wise to experiment with 
radical alternatives. It was therefore also logic for Eneco to focus on the predictable developments in it’s 
context, such as the sectoral policy change, the market-mechanisms, the competition, the consolidation, the 
Europeanization and the predicted shake-out. Eneco had the means to diverge. Eneco had an increasing 

Figure 4-2: Wiltbank indicators in the annual reports
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financial flexibility92 and a low amount of sunk investments93. Nevertheless Eneco’s planning mode favored 
predictable paths despite Eneco’s relative flexibility to operate in period I. Experiments with sustainable 
energy generation did not fit in the planning strategy mode since those assume a belief in ‘shaping’ the 
future, and the willingness to control the context-situation of the future. The MRLA displayed Eneco’s 
preference for only the profitable part of B-MAP, not the transformative part. Wiltbank’s model thus explains 
Eneco’s response in period I as a bias for predictable context, a reliance on extrapolation and the avoidance 
of contingencies. Wiltbank’s model furthermore predicts for a planning mode a tendency to make 
commitments that lock in (Wiltbank, et al., 2006, p.986), and a certain inflexibility in the strategic response 
to conditions of increasing uncertainty.

4.1.2 Essent.
PNEM/Essent’s94 Annual reports show similar 
indications as Eneco therefore PNEM’s strategy from 
1995 to 2000 can also be qualified as a planning strategy 
mode. 

Figure 4-3 on the left shows a peak in the count of 
indicators for a planning mode in the annual reports of 
Essent in period I. Exemplary quotes of Essent show 
ideas, strategies and projections that are similar to Eneco:

Exemplary quote Indicator

“During the year, we have bundled all our activities: telecom, waste disposal and part 
of our energy market activities”

Integration into a firm’s 
existing operations

“The environment in which PNEM/MEGA operates, changes rapidly. Since... end 1997 
it has changed form: integration of production and distribution of electricity, 

international competition, liberalization of  the Natural Gas markets, growth of Multi-
utility companies in Europe and consolidation in the Netherlands. These circumstances 

led PNEM and EDON to announce a merger on January 1999” (1998:16)

Remaining effectively 
‘aligned’ with one’s 

environment

“With that (the merger with EDON) we can develop the strength to play a serious role 
in the European market”

“Energy companies have to deal with the increasing demands of their 
customers”(AR1995)

To predict the market

“These problems can best be addressed by reinstating the bonds between EDC's and 
EP's ... That is why PNEM wants to improve the cooperation with Delta, MEGA and 

EPZ, It is also offering the best opportunities on the wholesale of energy and fuel 
markets (AR1995:13)”

making commitments that 
lock in

Note that the elements that are indicated as planning mode coincides with how Eneco differently aligns 
regime elements and interprets landscape trends. (see for an complete empirical list table ‘strategy Essent’ in 

the Appendix) (See also Essent’s Response for the context of these quotes)

See appendix for a list of 
indicators

Essent’s case was different from Eneco due to Essent’s early commitment to central electricity 
production. The management of Essent did not believe that a large scale production company (GPD) would 
ever be established, and saw close affiliation with central electricity production as a competitive advantage. 
Essent reflected on the strategical importance of electricity production in a future competitive setting and 
aligned this insight to the trend of liberalization. These strategic considerations created for Essent the 

Figure 4-3: Wiltbank indicators in the annual reports
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92 Between 1995 - 2000 Eneco was able to invest and divest multiple millions. 
93 Eneco had no interest in EP because it expected the large scale production company (GPD) would be established. Eneco did have 
some sunk investments in the regional heat delivery networks, however.
94 PNEM is one of the predecessors of Essent



‘commitments that lock in’ and the ‘sunk investments’. Although Essent’s ownership model (shares) of 
electricity production units, was quite similar to that of Eneco and Nuon on first sight, they interpreted and 
used it differently. Apart from the difference in this alignment Essent and Eneco were quite similar. Both 
Essent and Eneco believed that their ‘environment’ was predominantly defined by the liberalization and the 
changes in the st-regime and not by the trend of sustainability. and both focussed on the predictable elements 
of the context of the company. Essent did experiment with sustainable technologies. However The MLRA 
shows that these experiments focus on biomass, and not, as in the case of Nuon, on the radical sustainable 
technologies such as solar-energy, water-power etc. 
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4.1.3 Nuon.
Nuon’s dominant strategy mode was visionary. Although 
Nuon took the same actions as Essent and Eneco 
regarding liberalization, Nuon’s annual reports in period 
I show numerous indications of the visionary strategy 
mode. 

Exemplary quote Indicator

“Nuon is oriented on the future. Because Sustainable energy sources have major 
societal benefits, Nuon prioritizes their development.”(AR1996)

Defining the future

“Our green electricity customers are aware that they participate and support in the 
increase of sustainable energy sources” (CSR 1999)

Taking the markets

“Until 2000 our goal is to learn from experiments with various sustainable sources 
and achieve high targets” (CSR 1997)

Pursuit of the means 
required

“with the large scale application of solar energy by our Nature-electricity customers, 
prices will go down and we bring that solar future nearby” (CSR 1999)

Strategic projections

“Our green electricity customers are aware that they participate and support in the 
increase of sustainable energy sources”(CSR 1999)“The world wildlife fund 

recommends our Nature-electricity”(CSR 1997)

Seeking support and 
partners

“For our activities on the international market ... a good reputation with sustainable 
energy is of high importance” (CSR 1997)

Increasing company 
reputation

“in the future we need wind energy from sea- locations ...therefore we invest in 
research for mono-pole-foundation”

Planning for means & 
paths

Note how Nuon differently aligns regime elements and interprets landscape trends. (see for an complete 
empirical list table ‘strategy Nuon’ in the Appendix) (See also Eneco’s Response from 1995 - 2000 for the 

context of these quotes)

See appendix for a list of 
indicators

The alignments in the st-regime that only Nuon made and that diverted from Eneco and Essent fit with the 
constructiveness of the visionary strategy. The alignments were attempts to take control and amplify or make 
a trend. For instance Nuon’s emphasis on cooperation in the sector, and Noun’s view on the national 
government as ‘partner’ were methods of the visionary mode to amplify a specific trend. Another example is 
Nuon’s focus on changing the meaning of the end-product for the customer which is explained by a visionary 
mode as a method to take the market in a certain direction. Eneco and Essent were far less concerned about 
the ‘meaning’ (dimension seven of the st-regime) of electricity. When evaluating the actions of incumbents it  
is important to acknowledge their objectives. Essent was involved in green electricity but not with the same 
intentions as Nuon. Wiltbank’s model explains this difference in response, as a difference between 
positioning and construction.

Nuon’s focus on the landscape trend of sustainability can be explained with Wiltbank’s model as seeking 
to define a trend for the future and profit from a lead-position. A visionary strategy, does not necessarily 
focus on sustainability but on setting or amplifying trends that divert from business as usual. Some elements 
in the trend of sustainability corresponded well with this visionary mode. Furthermore a firm belief in the 
controllability of this diverging route characterizes a visionary strategy mode95, and Nuon had higher 

Figure 4-4: Wiltbank indicators in the annual reports
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expectations of public support for the trend of sustainability and had high expectations of government 
support because Nuon interpreted liberalization and sustainability trends to be compatible and not 
contradictory. 

Radical- and system innovations fit naturally in a visionary strategy that seeks to diverge. The visionary 
mode therefore explains Nuon’s focus on niche technologies as a choice for transformative technologies. For 
instance Nuon had high expectations of wind and solar. biomass was not first on the list of alternatives for 
Nuon. In 1996 Nuon had developed the strict definition of ‘nature-electricity’ which excluded biomass and 
took care to create a meaning of a pure and transformative consumer product. Biomass as add-on technology 
had the potential to extended the lifetime of fossil technologies which did not fit with a visionary strategy 
that aims to divert, build a trend and benefit from a lead-position when that trend is set. ‘Nature-electricity’ 
changed the meaning of electricity into a transformative product which promised it’s customers to speed up 
the transformation-process and “bring the solar-future nearby” (CSR1999:16).
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4.2 Period Ii (2001 - 2005)
4.2.0 Summary

In period II there are notable changes. Nuon 
repositions its strategy from a visionary to a planned 
adaptation strategy mode96. The other incumbents hold 
on to their planning strategy mode. The relative 
movements in the planning quadrant in figure 4-5 are 
used to illustrate that in period II the reasons behind the 
incumbents planning strategy mode had changed97. 
Wiltbank’s model however does not differentiate 
between planning modes and needs to be supplemented 
with other information to explain the dynamics of this 
period from a company strategic perspective.

All three companies reported a vertical integration 
strategy in the beginning of period II98. The MLRA 
showed that the nature of competition had changed; it 
had become a struggle for survival and internal 
discursive processes focussed on predicting the consequences and on positioning the company for survival. 
As a result all companies started to make commitments that lock in, by acquiring the Dutch electricity plants 
that were for sale in that period due to external circumstances. However the MLRA also shows that the 
systematic evaluation of landscape trends was neglected by EC’s in this period. The EC’s failed to predict 
and extrapolate the effects of the long trend of rising oil prices in the landscape, which contradicts a planning 
strategy mode. In period II, around 2004 some companies (Essent and Nuon) started to show concerns about 
energy security. Noun and Essent and to a lesser extend Eneco started to show indications of an adaptive 
mode. Indications for the adaptive strategy of the incumbents seem to relate mostly with the landscape trend 
of energy security, while the planning modes of the incumbents relate to the regime-dynamics (particularly 
the power-play competition).

The turnaround of Nuon is the most profound of the incumbents. Nuon departed from a visionary mode, 
adopted the vertical integration strategy and eventually set course to use the highly flexible gasification 
technology in 2004, which is flexible to most if not all contingencies. Nuon’s dominant strategy can 
therefore be classified as a planned adaptation strategy mode. 

Figure 4-5: Wiltbank diagram of period II
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97 Vertical integration was not a self-evident step in the Dutch liberalization and was not foreseen in period I except by Essent. 
Furthermore the incumbents started to display negative connotations with liberalization, for instance as ʻa struggle for survivalʼ.The 
incumbents also started to report contradictions between the outcomes and the goals of liberalization, and contrary to period I the 
incumbents start to mention high uncertainty. Furthermore, the companies did not grow, they merely strengthened their positions by 
concentrating their resources on one competition arena, electricity, and divesting in other areaʼs. The incumbents strategies can 
therefore be interpreted as merely a reactive response to problems and increasing risks in the Dutch st-regime. See for more 
information the MLRA on period I
98 which can be interpreted as remaining effectively ʻalignedʼ with oneʼs environment, an indicator of a planning strategy.  Aligning with 
what was common in the European st-system.



4.2.1 Eneco
Eneco’s annual reports show indications of the 
persistence of the planning strategy mode. in a period of 
increasing uncertainty, which is in line with the 
predictions of Wiltbank’s model for the planning strategy 
mode.

 Eneco committed to vertical integration, which can 
be interpreted as making commitments that lock in 
(Wiltbank, et al., 2006, p.986) as part of the planning mode.

Exemplary quote Indicator

“Standardization and economies of scale ... for a higher service level and lower price 
of electricity” (AR 1999)

Integration of activities

“in the fierce struggle only the strong companies will survive” (AR 2000) new motivation for the 
planning strategy

“We strengthen our market-position in the Netherlends  by a merger with energy 
companies” (AR 2000)

focus on competition and 
competitive analysis

The sale of Cable and Telecom to UPC and internal ICT to Atos Origin (AR 2000) Positioning for 
competition

“Eneco is the only Electricity company that does not own large scale central 
electricity production, ... Eneco needs to strengthen it's position” (AR2001)

focus on competition and 
competitive analysis

“The demand for electricity is increasing, without investments ...”. (AR 2003) attempts to predict the 
market

“Our main business is reselling energy, predictability and planning are essential to 
survival” (AR 2003)

predictability and planning

 (see for an empirical list of illustrative quotes table ‘strategy Essent’ in the Appendix) (See also Eneco’s 
Response for the context of these quotes, and conclusions section)

See appendix for a list of 
indicators

Eneco responded in 2000 with an increased vigor regarding cost reductions, vertical integration and focus 
on the electricity market. However Eneco did not show similar planning vigor regarding predicting or 
extrapolating landscape trends such as the slowly increasing oil prices to a significant higher price-level, and 
the subsequent effects on the electricity production system99. Despite the reoccurring problems with the 
profitability of their business models, Eneco continued to invest in natural gas powered electricity production 
plants. The vertical integration can be interpreted as an increased vigor in predicting and aligning the 
company with the increasing demands of the EU st-regime. Eneco assessed the EU st-regime, investigated 
their own position and repositioned.

Eneco noted in 2003 that it had become dependent on Dutch sectoral policy for the predictability of the 
context in which it operates. “A Consistent and prudent sectoral policy is essential to base our strategies 
on” (AR2003:10). Throughout period II Eneco remained committed to the planning strategy mode 

Eneco limited it’s search for innovative niche technologies to wind-energy in period II. This Niche search 
fitted with their planning strategy: expected returns as the leading guiding principle for investments and 
Eneco’s preference for proven technologies (avoiding contingencies).

In 2004 the increasing uncertainty led Eneco to rethink the predictability of the process of liberalization. 
”The continuous changes in the market and in sectoral policy puts an increasing demand on the adaptability 

Figure 4-5: Wiltbank indicators in the annual reports
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of Eneco. This demands a dynamic organization” (AR2004:38). However Eneco’s choice for vertical 
integration and the focus on the electricity markets had already reduced their flexibility. Finally in 2005 
Eneco realized that the Dutch government was not willing or able to deliver this predictability. “The national 
Government lacks a strategical and integral vision that can be translated into ambitious goals and clear 
choices for the future energy system.” (AR2005:6) After period II, in 2006, Eneco decides to break with the 
planning strategy mode and adopt the visionary strategy mode.
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4.2.2 Essent
Essent’s annual reports show indications of both a 
planning and adaptive modes. Essent’s strategy mode 
can be qualified as a planning mode under conditions of 
high uncertainty supplemented with traits of the adaptive 
mode.

Figure 4-6 displays the mix of indications in period II 
for Essent100. The table below gives some exemplary 
quotes for period II.

Exemplary quote Indicator

“the gist is that Essent intends to focus on those activities that constitute its strengths 
and that offer the best opportunities for growth.” (AR2000) 

“for growth in the longer term, Essent must rely on expansion abroad”

Renewed vigor under 
uncertainty 
(planning)

“The networks business and our generating businesses are our insurance for the 
future”

(planning)

“A core principle is that Essent is an energy company, not a multi-utility provider.” integration of operations 
(planning)

Its available power generation capacity makes Essent less dependent on external price 
fluctuations”

flexible to contingencies 
(adaptive)

In May Essent signed-up its 100,000th Green Electricity customer ... forecast is 
400.000 by 2002. On the basis of this success the growth targets for sustainable energy 

production have been adjusted upwards” 

Predict the market
(planning)

“In 2002 we began the large-scale (co-)firing of clean biomass in existing coal power 
stations. Our aim for the coming years is to acquire up to twenty percent of the total 

amount of fuel for our coal power stations from biomass… An important question 
within this context is when will the environmental costs of non-sustainable (grey) 

energy be sufficiently incorporated in its price to make energy generated from 
sustainable sources profitable.”

expected return as criterion 
for selecting resource 

investments

(Planning)

“In a deregulated energy market, flexibility takes on increasing importance” 
(AR 2003) “Spreading the energy interests is the answer” (AR 2006)

Flexible to contingencies

(Adaptive) 

 (see for an empirical list of illustrative quotes table ‘strategy Essent’ in the Appendix) (See also Essent’s 
Response for the context of these quotes, and conclusions section)

See appendix for a list of 
indicators

The quotes above express a tendency to strengthen the competitive position of the company. The nature of 
the planning mode had changed; it had become defensive. Essent experienced increased risks at the start of 
period II.“Confusion surrounding regulations have so far had too great an influence on conditions in the 
electricity market.””Without this certainty, market players, including Essent, run unacceptable 
risks” (AR1999). Essent responded by positioning itself for more strength and focus on expected return.“If 
we are to continue serving the interests of all our stakeholders in the short term, further growth is 
essential” (AR2013:16). Essent based it’s focus on strength on predictions of the EU st-regime: “Growth 
because the consolidation of the international world does not permit companies to stand still” (AR2001:15). 

Essent also planned for flexibility to price fluctuations at the end of period II which can be interpreted as 
an adaptive approach. Essent’s adaptiveness was predominantly related to energy security “No matter how 

Figure 4-6: Wiltbank indicators in the annual reports
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economical we are, fossil energy is finite. Fossil energy is also vulnerable, mainly because the sources keep 
getting farther away. And does our influence really extend into the heart of Russia? And how do we prevent 
the Middle East oilfields falling into the wrong hands? Spreading the energy interests is the 
answer.” (AR2006) 

Essent’s Niche search related with both the adaptive and planning approaches. Biomass fitted with an 
approach to reduce dependency on energy source and geographic location (AR2002:16), while it also 
strengthened the position of Essent’s energy production units due to the added flexibility in wholesale 
markets. “An added advantage of the increased use of sustainable sources such as biomass is that our energy 
generating activities are less sensitive to price increases for conventional fuels” (AR2003:17).
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4.2.3 Nuon
Nuon abandoned the visionary strategy of period I and 
adopted a planned adaptation strategy mode. which was 
primarily related to energy security.

Also Nuon committed to vertical integration Some 
quotes exemplify Nuon’s change in strategy mode:

Exemplary quote Indicator

“the ability to change will prove to be an essential core competition” (AR1999) Adaptive

“comparing our own companies achievements with other companies is one of the 
routes to formulate goals and policies” (CSR2003:17)

Competitive analysis
(Planning)

“we can improve the energy security by increasing the flexibility in primary 
fuels” (CSR2005)

Flexible to contingencies

(Adaptive)

 (see for an empirical list of illustrative quotes table ‘strategy Essent’ in the Appendix) (See also Essent’s 
Response for the context of these quotes, and conclusions section)

See appendix for a list of 
indicators

The visionary strategy of the previous period was inherently connected with their lead position in 
sustainability. Nuon responded to the EU st-regime struggle for survival, similar to the other EDC’s, with 
vertical integration and acquired Dutch central production units. However, this fossil based electricity was 
not compatible with a lead-position in sustainable energy, and consequently incompatible with their 
visionary strategy. Contrary to the other EDC’s the shift in Dutch incentive scheme was a major blow for 
Nuon’s business model. These two regime developments were not compatible with their visionary strategy. 
Nuon therefore started to focus on other elements. Energy security became more important in Nuon’s 
assessment of landscape trends. “Sustainability is necessary to ensure a long term dependable and 
affordable energy supply” (AR2005:6).

The EU st-regime dictated new rules. Competition formed a new guide for Nuon’s strategy:“comparing 
our own companies achievements with other companies is one of the routes to formulate goals and 
policies” (CSR2003:17). In period I Nuon had focussed on it’s retail customers. Nuon’s involuntary101 
divestments in foreign sustainable energy, and investments in Dutch unsustainable energy, transformed their 
position to one of the most polluting EC’s of the Netherlands (AR2003:3). A visionary strategy was not 
compatible with this environment and a planned adaptation mode became central to new alignments. Nuon 
rephrased it’s definition of social responsibility and sustainability, changed focus from the strict nature-
electricity to green electricity (which included biomass) to manage the shift. Biomass allowed to continue a 
form of sustainability policy in the new constellation. Nuon’s interpretation of sustainability as part of an 
energy security issue aligned with a multi-fuel policy including biomass and clean coal. Planned adaptation 
allowed the combination of vertical integration and sustainability in a new form. The vertical integration had 
reduced Nuon’s flexibility to contingencies dramatically. The route to flexibility in fuel type was still 
available, however: “we can improve the energy security by increasing the flexibility in primary 
fuels” (CSR2005).

Nuon’s search for niche technologies matched with this planned adaptation strategy mode. Biomass, clean 
coal technology, and CSS all matched with Nuon’s new position as EC using conventional fuels. Nuon’s 
search for multi-fuel technology exemplifies their commitment to flexibility in energy sources. The 
gasification technology was the most flexible option regarding energy sources and was even adaptive to 
policy changes regarding co!. The technology allowed ccs (2009:18) at a relative early step in the electricity 
production process. End of pipe solutions for CSS were still inferior and involved more costs. Furthermore 

Figure 4-7: Wiltbank indicators in the annual reports
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the technology allowed to mix a wide range of primary energy sources such as biomass, coal and natural gas. 
This mix could even be adapted on a monthly basis, giving the powerplant extraordinary wholesale-price 
flexibility, which would add to Nuon’s strength in the power-play competition environment. The so called 
‘syngas’ that was used as intermediate step even offered promising futuristic options such as gas-storage and 
synergy with other st-regimes such as the chemical industry. Although it was a radical innovation the 
technology cannot be considered to be a system innovation for the electricity st-system as a whole, since it 
extended centralized fossil based electricity production.
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Conclusions
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5. CONCLUSIONS
The results of this study enabled the formulation of hypothesis in answer to the research questions: 
I. How and why did Dutch electricity companies respond differently to the ongoing energy transition?

II.What are the implications of this research for the Multi level Perspective?

The ‘how and why’ questions are handled in this conclusion section. The implications for MLP are 
handled in the discussion section.

The aim of this study was to form a better understanding of company agency in the regime and provide 
hypothesis for the theoretical generalization of company agency in the MLP. The ‘how and why’ question 
can be answered from different perspectives, the individual company perspective, a strategy perspective and 
the multi level perspective. This conclusion section takes the analysis to the organizational field level of the 
MLP. For this purpose the MLRA and Wiltbank strategy analysis are first summarized, then the general 
patterns are visualized and described. These patterns are then related to the general MLP-dynamics to enable 
a theoretical generalization about the occurrence of inter-firm variety. Lastly, the correlation between the 
patterns in the MRLA and the Wiltbank Strategy analysis, allows for a theoretical generalization of the 
occurrence of specific strategy modes in the Multi level perspective.

5.1 Conclusions taking an individual company perspective.
The MLRA revealed differences in (mis)alignments of regime dimensions, landscape interpretations and 
niche-search of incumbents.

The multilevel response analysis allowed to show the individual responses of Dutch energy companies. 
The detailed narratives give an answer to the how and why question from the company perspective. Their 
responses consisted of individual interpretations of landscape trends, st-regime and niche developments. The 
active part of their response consisted of individual choices to emphasize specific (mis)alignments in the st-
regime or specific choices for niche technologies. The discursive processes (visible in the reported strategies 
and company narratives) within each company played an integrative role between the companies 
interpretations and the active part of their response. These discursive processes provided a binding logic on 
the company level similar to the role of guiding principles in the st-regime. 

The results revealed also that this binding logic differed substantially across different companies. The 
companies also differed in interpretation of landscape trends, interpretation of the st-regime and in their 
emphasis on (mis)alignments and search for niche developments. The discursive processes in the companies 
can provide an answer to the how and why question for the differences in response, on a company level. 
From the companies perspective their interpretations and actions were logical and coherent. Differences can 
be explained given their differing resources, identity, goals and interpretations. However, an explanation on 
this level is not sufficient for theoretical generalization and does not explain why the extent of these 
differences between incumbents were dependent on the period (differences were higher in period I, than in 
period II).
5.2 Conclusions taking a strategy perspective.
The strategy analysis revealed that the strategic behavior of the incumbents can be categorized as different 
strategy modes according to Wiltbank’s model. 

The strategy modes that were identified describe fundamental differences in strategic behavior of the 
incumbents. The findings show the detailed relationships between how incumbents assessed their context 
(which was defined as landscape trends, regime and niches) and their strategy modes. See for more 
information paragraph 4.
5.3 General patterns using a strategic management perspective & MLP.
Making an overlay of the strategy modes on top of the individual responses in each period shows two 
general patterns. These patterns reveal a correlation between strategy modes and multilevel dynamics on the 
company level, and a dependency of the patterns on the period.
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5.2.1 Pattern A.
When companies interpreted liberalization as the primary trend (in period I) and their focus was on 

predictable trajectories this corresponded with a planning strategy mode. The visionary strategy mode 
however, corresponded with the identification of sustainability as the primary landscape trend and 
corresponded with a focus on technological substitution in the st-system. Furthermore, the visionary mode 
(of Nuon) corresponded with search for radical technologies as part of system innovation related to the far 
future; while planning modes correlated with either a lack of strategy regarding niche electricity production 
technologies or a directed search for add-on technology for the medium term future. 

Responses 1995 - 2000 Eneco Essent Nuon

Landscape
Interpretation of 
Primary trend

Liberalization Liberalization Sustainability

Regime
primary focus

Focus on predictable trajectories Focus on predictable trajectories Focus on technological 
substitution

Niche
primary focus

no strategical experiments with 
EP

Experiments add-on technology 
for the medium future

Experiments radical technology 
for the far future

Wb. Strategy mode Planning Planning Visionary

See also the summary table of responses of period I 

and the strategy analysis for period 1 

See also the summary table of responses of period I 

and the strategy analysis for period 1 

See also the summary table of responses of period I 

and the strategy analysis for period 1 

See also the summary table of responses of period I 

and the strategy analysis for period 1 

5.2.2 Pattern B.
Pattern B (in period II) shows a shift in strategy modes related to increased regime and landscape 

pressures. Eneco holds on to it’s dominant planning mode for a long time but started to realize at the end of 
2005 that a focus on sustainability would fit better given the new context 102. Essent and Nuon’s displayed a 
slight shift towards the adaptive mode. Essent started to search for resource independency and Nuon 
abandoned it’s visionary mode to replace that with a planned adaptation103 mode. The MLRA revealed that 
this shift of all incumbents, corresponded with the experience of an increased pressure of the EU-regime on 
the Dutch st-regime. Either directly (as power-play) or indirectly (via the Dutch Incentive scheme change). 
Incumbents were concerned about the survival of their companies in the EU-regime. Meanwhile a new 
landscape trend of high primary energy prices and increasing risks regarding primary energy supply started. 
While this trend may have been unnoticed by the incumbents at the beginning of period II, most incumbents 
identified energy security and price risks as primary landscape104 trends near the end. Their search regarding 
innovative niche technologies became directed towards resource independency to mitigate price-risks and 
mitigate co! policy risks105.

Responses 2001 - 2005 Eneco Essent Nuon

Landscape
Interpretation of Primary 

trend

Energy security & price risks Energy security & price risks Energy security & price risks
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104 Incumbents indicate they see energy security as a long term problem and price volatility as inevitable factors that they were not able 
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105 Nuonʼs gasification technology enables CCS



Responses 2001 - 2005 Eneco Essent Nuon

Regime
primary focus

Focus on mitigating risks 
involved in regime dynamics

Focus on mitigating risks 
involved in regime dynamics

Focus on mitigating risks 
involved in regime dynamics

Niche
primary focus

- Experiments for resource 
independency 

Experiments for energy source 
and co! policy flexible 

technology

Wb. Strategy Planning but shift in 2005 Planning to Adaptive Adaptive

See the summary table of responses of period II for an explanation of these responses and the strategy analysis for period I1 for an explanation of 
the strategies 

See the summary table of responses of period II for an explanation of these responses and the strategy analysis for period I1 for an explanation of 
the strategies 

See the summary table of responses of period II for an explanation of these responses and the strategy analysis for period I1 for an explanation of 
the strategies 

See the summary table of responses of period II for an explanation of these responses and the strategy analysis for period I1 for an explanation of 
the strategies 

5.3 Explaining the patterns using the MLP.
5.3.1. Inter firm variation.
Hypothesis 1: MLP interactions allow inter-firm variety within the st-regime or st-system when:
• Selection mechanisms are (made) part of the rule-set of the st-regime 
• Interpretation of MLP interactions is a discursive process on company level.
• St-regime conditions allow companies to expand. 
• Incumbents have the freedom to choose or emphasize a subset of alignments in the st-system and rule-sets 

in the st-regime
• Strategic positioning offers a potential selection advantage.

The pattern A shows more inter-firm differences and variety than pattern B. The Multi level perspective 
offers a theoretical lens to evaluate conditions (niche, regime and landscape) while acknowledging that those 
conditions evolve (feedbacks, mutual shaping or multidirectional causality106). Bracketing allowed the 
structuring of this analysis by enabling the comparison of periods107. The ‘why’ research question could 
therefore be restated as: under what conditions, in MLP-theoretical terms, inter-firm variety is likely to occur 
and under what conditions it is not likely to occur108. 

The comparison of Pattern A and B suggest that MLP dynamics are able to allow or impede inter-firm 
variety. Pattern A occurred in a period of growing freedom of the incumbents to set their own course. The 
incumbents were enabled and encouraged to develop strategies. As a consequence the discursive process on 
company level became a factor of importance. The incumbents autonomous interpretations of MLP 
interactions were part of that. The selection mechanisms that were introduced in the st-regime at the 
beginning of this period as part of the trend of liberalization, had provoked the urge to position the company 
favorably and to expand. Expansion provided the incumbents with ample resources to choose and make the 
alignments of their choice. The strategy analysis could explain the observed differences as strategic 
positioning, which is a widely accepted explanation for inter-firm variations in management literature. The 
MLRA revealed how the incumbents chose and emphasized a subset of possible alignments in the st-system 
and rule-sets in the st-regime. The combination of these conditions formed the driver for inter-firm variety.

Pattern B however shows totally different multilevel dynamics and company strategy modes. The 
companies adopted almost identical strategies and started to emphasize similar alignments. The variation in 
the regime was reduced which confirms the thesis of MLP that major generic reorganizations are not 
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106 "the MLP does away with simple causality in transitions… ʻcircular causalityʼ " (Geels, 2011, p.29)
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108 Splitting the ʻwhyʼ question into: (a) comparing conditions and, (b) the explanation of the evolution of these conditions; the focus in 
this analysis is on comparing conditions; the evolution of conditions is only briefly discussed.



considered likely in an st-regime (Grin, 2010, p.41) Why did the variety not continue in the Dutch st-regime?
109.

First, the conditions of period I were not all available or identical in period II. Selection mechanisms had 
a different form and effect in period II. The basic rule of the Dutch st-regime, growth for survival, did not 
deliver the economies of scale as it did in period I. Instead margin competition reduced available resources 
and Dutch companies had to focus on the strength of their positions in anticipation of, and fear for the 
ultimate shakeout. As a consequence divestments were made in several areas and resources were used to buy 
production facilities. Although the discursive processes on company level were still in place, these did not 
diverge as much as in period I. The strategic analysis of the incumbents led to similar conclusions: vertical 
integration, strengthening of the positions, and seeking for mergers with one of the foreign or Dutch 
competitors. The divestments and lack of expansion reduced the freedom to choose alignments in the st-
system for all incumbents. The MLRA describes for instance the case of NUON, why the company divested, 
when they acquired conventional production units and how it made their alignments similar to other 
incumbents. The most important reason for the reduction of inter-firm variation was that strategic positioning 
did not offer selection benefits in period II anymore. The conditions mentioned above made it more difficult 
to diverge, for instance divestments and vertical integration frustrated strategic positioning. There were also 
reasons that had to do with a change in the nature of the selection mechanisms. For instance all companies 
were seeking to form a coalition with one of the larger EU incumbents. Candidates for a merger are mostly 
selected on their fit with the company, not on their aberration. Furthermore Dutch policy makers had adapted 
their sustainability incentive policies to come in line with the policies of the other EU member states.

Second, the change in these conditions and change in the nature of the selection mechanisms can be 
explained by increased EU-regime structuration. In period I the direct influence of the EU on Dutch 
incumbents had still been low, but during period II this influence increased. The shift to a planning mode 
(with vertical integration) in the early half of period II for instance. EU-Market exposure forced the Dutch 
incumbents to adopt the rules of the game of the larger EU competitors, such as acquiring the financial 
power for mergers or wholesale market power, or power by controlling the production chain; which can be 
considered an evolutionary-economic110 change of the rule-set. That selection mechanisms in period II and 
period I are incomparable is supported by the findings. Incumbents stated in their annual reports that it was 
the fierce struggle for survival in an EU setting that had made them choose for vertical integration. Even the 
word competition in the annual reports of period I had a different meaning for the incumbents compared to 
period II. EU-regime structuring was also responsible for the alignment of the Dutch st-regime with the EU-
regime; a social-institutional rule change. Dutch policy makers adapted their sustainability incentive policies 
to come in line with the policies of other EU member states. Another example of the influence of EU regime-
structuration and social-institutional rule change was the unbundling tension. This reduced the incumbents 
freedom to choose and emphasize a subset of rule-sets in the Dutch st-regime, and thus variety in the Dutch 
st-system. 

5.3.2 MLP conditions for strategy modes.
Is more precision possible in the theoretical generalization of the Dutch inter-firm variety? The 

positioning of incumbents in Pattern A was more than a focus on specific markets; it involved a difference in 
strategy mode, while some incumbents focussed on predictable trajectories, one sought for competitive 
advantage by setting a new trend resulting in divergence and the shaping of a new business space. A 
convergence towards the planning mode is apparent in period II. The strategy analysis also revealed 
indications of an adaptive strategy mode at the end of period II. Are there, in MLP-theoretical terms, 
conditions that promote specific strategy modes?
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109 One can only speculate on what would have happened if pattern A had continued, and if that would have been qualified as ʻmajor 
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market selection of product variations and (2) social-institutional, where actors directly negotiate about rules in communities." (Geels 
and Schot, 2007 p.404)



Hypothesis 2: Moderate but disruptive landscape pressures and moderate regime structuring allows a 
visionary strategy mode to occur with one of the regime players, because a visionary strategy mode offers a 
selection advantage for this player given that most other players stick to their planning modes.
Hypothesis 3: Strong regime structuring forces impede a visionary strategy mode because of the short and 
medium term risks involved in diverging, and promote a planning strategy mode because of the short and 
medium term selection benefits.

The correlation of the use of the visionary strategy with the emphasis on the sustainability trend can be 
explained by the disruptive nature of this trend. A visionary strategy mode seeks to create new spaces for the 
company; a disruptive trend offers an opportunity for such new spaces. Sustainability is a trend that is 
disruptive in many regards. For the alignment with the visionary strategy two disruptive properties are 
important; it’s prediction of the inevitable breakdown of a fossil based production model due to shortages or 
costs, and the increasing uncertainty about public and politic legitimacy of the fossil based production model 
when the effects of negative externalities increase. The MLRA shows how in the discursive processes of 
NUON these disruptive properties had a role in creating a picture of an alternative future, the role of the 
company in that future, and how the companies alignments contributed to the creation of a business space. 
The strategy analysis revealed a match between many of the visionary methods and the alignments that the 
company emphasized regarding sustainability. For instance, the visionary strategy mode predicts a 
preference for cooperation, which was confirmed by the findings. Making these alignments required that 
sustainable niche technologies were available that matched with the visionary strategy. A visionary strategy 
can offer competitive advantage if the environment can be controlled by the incumbent into a predictable 
direction. The findings support this explanation. Solar PV exemplifies how a niche offered control, it is a 
distributed electricity generation method that diverges from the common central production model, and it 
was regarded as a disruptive technology. Furthermore the findings show how green products were used, as 
part of the visionary strategy mode to define the market, to create customer awareness and bring new 
meaning to electricity; thus directly influencing the MLP’s ‘cultural and symbolic meaning’ dimension. 

The correlation of the planning strategy with the trend of liberalization can be explained as a response to 
the predictable paths111 introduced by legislation around 1995. Predictable paths logically aligned with the 
assumption of the planning strategy that a future environment is determined solely by exogenous forces that 
are predictable. The findings support this explanation; the trend of liberalization including the national 
policies were seen as inevitable and predictable by the incumbents. Both the Dutch political climate and the 
global trend of liberalization provided a predictable environment in period I, and the incumbents had 
confidence in it. 
Hypothesis 4: Prolonged disruptive landscape trends in combination with strong regime structuring and risk 
awareness may lead incumbents to prefer an adaptive strategy mode.

The shift to an adaptive or planned adaptation mode regarding energy security in the second half of period 
II can be explained by increased risk awareness and uncertainty in the st-regime, price volatility and margin-
squeeze in the st-system. Margin squeeze and diminishing resources made the Dutch incumbents vulnerable. 
Their positions in the EU st-system were already precarious due to their relative small scale. The sustained 
increase in primary energy prices and increased risk awareness about the availability and price volatility of 
various primary energy sources, made the incumbents search for methods to spread their risks. The slow but 
prolonged landscape pressure due to the shift from low to high primary energy prices qualifies as a disruptive 
landscape change, which gradually eroded the business model for conventional electricity production, 
starting with natural gas powered EP. Meanwhile st-regime structuring was strong; vertical integration had 
made them responsible for electricity production, exposing them to the risks and whims of the primary 
energy markets. The adaptation strategy mode explains why all incumbents became interested in add-on 
technologies and symbiotic niche innovations such as biomass, gasification etc. Under uncertain conditions 
adaptivity is a logical strategical response for survival. A visionary strategy under these conditions of high 
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uncertainty, high competition and diminishing resources was no alternative due to the short and medium term 
risks involved.
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6. DISCUSSION:
What are the implications of this research for the Multi level Perspective?
The research shows that the Multilevel perspective is a suitable framework to study responses of 

incumbents to transitions on the company level. A bottom up approach using an adapted research method 
(MLRA & Strategy analysis) based on the MLP and Wiltbank’s model provided insight in the role of 
company-agency in the st-regime, it’s limits and possibilities, the role of the interpretations of landscape, 
niche and st-regime and the role of alignments on company level. The combination of MLP and strategy 
analysis used in this study is a novel approach for MLP, therefore it is appropriate to include a discussion 
about possible implications.

These findings provoke a discussion about the inner workings of the st-system and st-regime. When 
empirically is established there is indeed a substantial inter-firm variation in the st-system or st-regime, the 
implications need to be addressed. The MLP is a framework to study long term change or transitions. Do 
inter-firm differences promote long term change, do they inhibit change, or are they irrelevant? 

The results also provoke a discussion about the landscape. The landscape level in the MLP is defined as 
trends or events that cannot directly be influenced by regime-players, which seems a rather strict definition. 
The findings show however that what can or cannot be influenced by incumbents was part of their discursive 
processes, and that their interpretations differed. Moreover according to the model of Wiltbank there is a 
relationship between what companies experience as non-influenceable and their strategy mode. The MLRA 
in combination with the strategy analysis showed that there is a relationship between strategy mode and the 
alignments that incumbents emphasize. Therefore should ‘Landscape’ in MLP be defined in a constructivist 
manner; as what people experience or think? 

6.1 Implications of inter-firm variety for the st-regime.
A more balanced approach is desirable for MLP research which can be established by pairing global and 
local models112 as was done in this study. This study shows an approach in which the MLP framework is 
applied both on company level and st-regime level on short time scales. The results show that both 
viewpoints are congruous. More research is needed regarding the influence of inter-firm variety on the speed 
and direction of transitions, the influence of strategy modes on transitions, and the possibilities for 
governance of transitions using the variation in the st-regime.

The MLP st-regime concept allows for variety (Geels, 2011, p.31). The question is however, wether 
variation is relevant for transitions. Transitions consist of long term change or system innovation. The st-
regime concept often presumes strong sociological structuration as a default mechanism (Geels & Schot, 
2007, p.403; Geels, 2004, p.913), making a deviation from mainstream practice difficult (Geels & Schot, 
2007, p.404), which is impeding system-innovation (Geels & Schot, 2007, p.406). Yet Geels proposes in 
2011 (p.31) “to make the strength, homogeneity and internal alignment of regimes an empirical question 
rather than an assumption”.  Paragraph five of this study demonstrated patterns of inter-firm variation in the 
relative short time periods of five years. Variation in the st-regime relates to this empirical question. How 
much variation is allowed in the st-regime without hampering the idea of structuration and stability in the st-
regime? The typology of transition pathways of Geels and Schot (2007) presents the mechanisms for 
transitions as a function of landscape and niche conditions on the st-regime113. The MLP, and in particular 
the model of transition pathways, addresses patterns in long time periods (Geels & Schot, 2007, p.414). 

From a long term perspective these short term variations could be regarded merely as noise or slight 
aberrations which have no effect on the overall transition pathways. Apart from the possible effects these 
variations have on transitions, the question is also what the theoretical significance of variation, short term or 
not, is for the st-regime.
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Their theoretical significance is perhaps that these variations are a sign of micro dynamics in the st-
regime that are not yet sufficiently addressed by the MLP framework. MLP is "a global model that maps the 
entire transition process" (Geels & Schot, 2007, p.414), and also the typology of transition pathways tends to 
make a generalization of mechanisms. For instance; for the reproduction pathway and the transformation 
pathway, disruptive landscape trends are either assumed to be available or not. The MLRA in this study 
however displayed a picture of simultaneously available trends both disruptive and reinforcing114, and how 
firms interpreted those trends individually. Therefore it would be more accurate for the conditions of the 
reproduction pathway, for instance, to state that the reinforcing landscape pressure is dominant instead of 
stating “there is no external landscape pressure” (Geels & Schot, 2007, p.406). Geels and Schot are a 
proponent of complementing the global model with local models (2007, p.414). The MLRA in this study 
displayed an approach which revealed that both viewpoints can be compatible. Short term patterns can be 
seen as reflections of the MLP dynamics on larger time scales and on the higher level of analysis, which 
manifest themselves as a sort of Droste-effect; similar but on a smaller scale. Short term patterns don’t 
contradict the long term patterns. An analysis of long term pathways shows the general direction, meanwhile 
short time patterns could deviate from the general direction temporarily. Some examples may illustrate this. 
Short term Inter-firm variations in period I did not escalate and transform the Dutch st-regime. The visionary 
strategy mode of one of the incumbents in period I did not persist although it had the potential to be 
disruptive. Nuon connected the disruptive sustainability trend with niche technologies that had a competitive 
relationship115 with the st-regime that was under construction at that time. Note the presence of the two 
criteria for transition pathways, the timing and the nature of interactions, (Geels & Schot, 2007, p.406) and 
the similarity of Nuon’s case in period I with the technological substitution pathway (Geels & Schot, 2007, p.
409). Similar, but on a smaller time scale and on company level instead of st-regime level. Period II 
exhibited how Nuon’s visionary strategy was highly sensitive to structuration forces that stemmed from the 
EU st-system and dependent on a form of protection from Dutch sectoral policy and was therefore finally 
abandoned in period II. One could say that the reinforcing landscape trend was dominant for the longer time 
scale and caught up with Nuon. The findings also exhibited how the dominance of the reinforcing trend 
operated in this case. It became apparent as EU st-regime structuring forces on the Dutch st-regime. 
Similarly, the adaptive planning mode matched the 'transformation pathway' (see Geels and Schot, 2007). It’s 
description, "regime actors will respond by modifying the direction of development paths and innovation 
activities." (Geels and Schot, 2007 p.406) agrees for a large part with the adaptive strategy mode. For 
instance the indicator “incrementalism”116 of the adaptive mode is congruent with modification of the 
direction. Furthermore both predict the same response: the search for add-on technologies and symbiotic 
niche innovations117, which is exemplified in the findings by biomass, and gasification technology. The 
‘disruptive landscape change’ forms a condition for both the transformation pathway and adaptive strategy 
mode. However, the adaptive strategy mode explains the preference for add-on technologies differently. 
Interpretation of the environment as uncertain and unpredictable requires a continued flexibility and 
adaptivity for the firm to survive. The ‘transformation pathway’ explains this preference by the lack of 
available niche alternatives (Geels and Schot, 2007, p.406). However in period II on company level there 
was no lack of available sustainable niches; note that Nuon had invested in foreign wind-parks in period I 
and had the objective to expand. Comparing discrepancies between short time and long time MLP dynamics 
can thus be a valuable source for insight in the mechanisms of “strength, homogeneity and internal 
alignment of regimes” (Geels, 2011, p.31). 

Apart from their theoretical significance, short term variations in the st-regime might affect transitions. 
The MLP contends that the st-regime operates as a selection environment for niches. Variation in the st-
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regime therefore could mean more niches are selected simultaneously; which means more niche technologies 
have a a chance to be upscaled. The findings support this idea. In period I biomass was selected by Essent 
and solar, wind and water power were adopted by NUON. Both technologies were therefore upscaled in the 
Dutch st-system and in period II gasification technology was upscaled as a consequence of adaptive strategy 
modes. Upscaling effect is likely to increase the speed of transitions, since promising technologies have more 
chance to create system-innovation. The "the state of niche-developments" (Geels & Schot, 2007, p.405) one 
of the conditions for the transition pathways, is not a passive factor it depends on variation in the st-regime. 
Furthermore "to keep them alive" (Verbong and Geels, 2007 p.1036) also requires experimentation for 
upscaling. However, the adverse effect of making ‘old’ st-regimes more resilient (by upscaling technologies 
for add-on purposes) and thus to slow down system innovation is also thinkable. More research is therefore 
needed. 

The occurrence of individual strategy modes might influence the direction of transitions, which can be 
considered a form of company agency. The findings revealed at least a strong relationship. The adaptive 
strategy mode in period II came along with a focus on biomass and gave a boost to the upscaling of 
gasification technologies. The visionary strategy mode in period I on the other hand promoted wind and 
solar. A form of company agency is that strategy modes influence the selection of niche technologies, and 
thus exert influence on the direction of the transition, but many other factors and events were also involved. 
It is generally assumed that strategy modes are based on rational choice and interpretation. Therefore more 
research on this topic could provide more insight118 on the role of rational choice and interpretation119 as 
forms of agency in the MLP. 

More insight in the micro dynamics could also offer opportunities for governance. Pro-active behavior 
towards change was widely available in the Dutch energy regime. It is a misconception that individual 
incumbents have a conservative attitude towards change. The case of Nuon in 1995 and Eneco in 2006 
showed outspoken pro-active behavior towards the trend of sustainability, in defiance of the general mode in 
the European energy st-regime. Policy recommendations should therefore preferably be based on a balanced 
set of micro and macro research to prevent a neglect of the importance of variation in the st-system or 
prevent missing opportunities that interesting micro dynamics in the st-regime offer for governance. Pairing 
global and local models using MLRA as in this study is an option. 

6.2 Loosening the Landscape st-regime divide.
The annual reports offer insight in how the firms interpret landscape trends and policies differently. What these reports 
also show is that what firms perceive as influenceable differs substantially from the MLP theory. Moreover this 
perception120 relates to a difference in commitment by these firms. The devision between landscape and st-regime may 
therefore need to be loosened. 

What are the implications for the MLP landscape concept? ‘Landscape’ in the MLP is a derived concept  
(Geels, 2011, p.26) of the st-regime. Two main factors form the division between st-regime and landscape; 
one is the ability to influence and the second factor is the nature (Geels & Schot, 2007, p.403) and strength 
(F. W. Geels, 2004, p.913) of structuration. Furthermore the MLP implicitly models the landscape as 
something ‘outside’ the st-regime. The interactions between landscape and st-regime in MLP research are 
pictured as pressures from landscape to st-regime and as a small long term reverse influence of the st-regime 
on the landscape which is less studied (Geels, 2011, p.37).  The MLRA suggested that the ability to influence 
is a constructivistic element on company level. When using an MLP analysis on longer time periods or on st-
regime level however, this constructivistic effect fades. The findings also show the intertwining of the firms 
interpretations of trends and of interpretations of sectoral policies. It is self-evident that from the company 
perspective these are both. ‘outside’ factors. The MLP models landscape as ‘outside’. There is no 
contradiction however, it is a paradox resulting from taking different viewpoints and units of analysis in 
consideration. The findings thus indicate that the interaction between landscape and st-regime might be more 
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dynamic than pressures and slow influence. There is a call for a more dynamic understanding (Geels, 2011, 
p.36) of the interactions. The paradoxes resulting from this study may be helpful to attain more insight in the 
workings of the landscape and it’s mechanisms of interaction with the st-regime. 

First lets review some of the results. The results suggest that some government policies are seen, from the 
perspective of the firm, as non-influenceable outside trends. For example, in 1995, the trend of liberalization 
was seen as not influenceable and Dutch sectoral policies, which theoretically reside in the st-regime, were 
seen as part of that trend. In other occasions Dutch sectoral policy was seen as the intermediate between the 
landscape and the firm. In period I one of the incumbents (Eneco) clearly framed sustainability as the role of 
the government which they followed. Lastly, in period II Dutch sectoral policies were seen by incumbents as 
contradicting the landscape trend of liberalization. The model of Wiltbank offers an interesting theoretical 
insight for such landscape - regime interactions. The interpretation of trends as influenceable is according to 
Wiltbank’s model one of the factors that influences company strategy mode. Vice versa, strategy mode 
influences how companies engage with ‘landscape’ trends. If actors feel they don’t have control or ability to 
influence a problem, they resort to a planning or adaptive mode. Strategy mode moderates how much and 
how incumbents engage with problems resulting from landscape trends. The implication for the MLP is, 
apart from the theoretical contribution of the moderating mechanism between landscape and st-regime 
players, that Wiltbank’s model could enhance the MLP’s capacities for governance. The effects that were 
visible in the results were on company level and on relative short term, but the same argument that was used 
in the discussion above about the implication of variation for the functioning of the st-regime is applicable 
here; the question remains how these short term effects may influence transitions, or wether such effects can 
escalate in the st-system. More research on company interpretation of controllability of landscape trends, the 
factor of controllability in relationship to the incumbents commitment with landscape trends and the effect of 
the balance of control between governments and companies within the st-system could therefore be helpful 
to attain more insight in the interactions between landscape and st-regimes.

Another effect, is the psychological121 and sociological122 effect of internalization or externalization. 
When people internalize problems they tend to engage with those problems more outspokenly and 
profoundly. When a company does not see something as ‘their‘ problem, they might not respond. This 
behavior therefore can theoretically influence the speed and direction of change in the st-system. The results 
suggest a relationship between the factor control and internalization or externalization. In period I, one of the 
incumbents (Eneco) perceived that the government was taking control regarding sustainability and did not 
engage with that trend at that time, suggesting this relationship. Possibly the proportion of control that other 
st-regime players (here the Dutch government) display, influences the internalization of the problem of the 
incumbent. This argument is not as outlandish as it may seem since the whole objective of liberalization was 
to promote that incumbents would internalize problems such as lack of efficiency, lack of innovation and 
lack of customer orientation, which they supposedly would not address, in a regional monopoly structure. 
The argument for liberalization was that changing the structure would make it their problem and they would 
respond by taking control into their hands. Internalization therefore possibly plays an important role in 
transitions. There are many indications in the results: the liberalization itself, Nuon in period I, the 
acquisition of EPin period II123. The results show that firms defend their strategies with their role 
descriptions124, their identity125, actual experiences of selection forces126, and expectations of the future 
selection environment127. Research on this relationship may therefore be helpful to enhance the 
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influential to the individual through the process of socialization.
123 resulting in engaging with production problems
124 see Eneco as distributor in period I
125 see Nuonʼs societal function in period I and the dual identity of EDCʼs in period I
126 Essent 1998: importance of production capacity.
127 Some examples: Nuon 1995: sustainability; Eneco 1996: Company size in Europe; 



understanding of the mechanisms of ‘pressure’ of the landscape. Externalization of firms can be easily 
researched. Indicators for externalization in the discursive processes are for instance: attributing a role to the 
government as ‘system architect’128 as controller129, or as defender130.

The ‘Landscape’ in MLP is also used as a metaphor in the MLP for things that offer more and different 
structuration than the st-regime does. Following the arguments above, the strength of structuration of a 
(sociological) landscape trend might depend on the perception of companies of their ability to influence that 
trend. Physical landscape trends, such as the rising costs of primary energy or climate change are of a 
different nature. Therefore the implication for MLP is that it might allow for a constructivist definition of the 
sociological structuration of the landscape level. 

The results of this study suggest that governments have four routes for their moderating role between 
landscape trends and firms:

a.directly, functionally and intentionally; governments influence the future selection environment of 
firms by means of sectoral policy which is changing industry structure (D3) and therefore markets and 
user relations (D4) which affect the firms survival and therefore the firms internalization of problems.

b.indirectly by means of influencing the guiding principles of the st-regime (D1) from which firms 
derive their own guiding principles, which influences their internalization of problems.

c. directly by allowing selection effects of certain Landscape trends131 while shielding from selection 
effects of other trends.

d.indirectly by means of changing the governments role in the regime or affecting the businesses 
expectations of the governments future role (D3,D5) which influences the companies perception of 
their own role and scope of control, and therefore influencing the internalization/externalization of 
problems.

A constructivistic approach to the st-regime - landscape divide could therefore also help to understand the 
role of governments as translator or as an intermediate in the landscape - st-regime relationship.
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with the result that some CHP became unprofitable
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Glossary
EZN Energie Zuid Nederland; the joint venture of PNEM, Delta, MEGA and EPZ 

EPZ Electriciteits Producenten Zuid Nederland; Electricity producers in the south of the Netherlands

EP Electricity Producer

ED / EDC Electricity Distributor; Electricity Distributing Company

EC Electricity Company (either ED or EP, or both)

PNEM Predecessor of Essent before 2000

MEGA Predecessor of Essent before 2000

Delta Energy company in the South west of the Netherlands

TIS Technological Innovation System

SNM Strategic Niche Management

E.on E.ON AG is a German energy company originating from the merger of  VEBA and VIAG in 2000, with a 
head office in Düsseldorf

RWE Rheinisch-Westfälisches Elektrizitätswerk; German Electricity company

REB Regulerende Energiebelasting; the Dutch eco-tax

Dte Directie Toezicht Energie; Dutch Electricity Supervisory Department 

IPCC International Panel on Climate Change

WKK/CHP Warmte Kracht Koppeling; Combined Heat and Power

SEP Samenwerkende Elektriciteits Productiebedrijven; the Dutch cooperating energy production companies

APX Amsterdam Power Exchange; spot market for electricity

B-MAP Bedrijfs Milieu Actie Plan; Environmental Action Plan for Companies from the Dutch government

MEP Milieukwaliteit ElektriciteitsProductie; subsidies scheme for sustainable electricity production

MLP Multilevel Perspective

TM Transition Management

SDE Stimuleringsregeling Duurzame Energieproductie; subsidies scheme for sustainable electricity production

TenneT Coordinator of the Dutch High voltage network

GPB Grootschalig Productiebedrijf; Large scale production company

CCS Carbon Capture and Storage

Dark spread Theoretical gross margin of a gas-fired power plant from selling a unit of electricity, having bought the 
fuel required to produce this unit of electricity.

Spark spread Theoretical gross margin of a coal-fired power plant from selling a unit of electricity, having bought the 
fuel required to produce this unit of electricity.
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Table qualitative codebook MLP RESPONSE ANALYSIS
Research element data-code

MLRA:

STRATEGY 
ANALYSIS

LANDSCAPE
Landscape Event and Interpretations #EXT-E 
Landscape Trend and interpretations #EXT-T
REGIME
(1) Guiding principles #D1-GP
(2) Technologies and infrastructures #D2-T 

#D2-I
(3) Industrial structure #D3-IS
(4) User relations and markets #D4-U 

#D4-M
(5) Policy and regulations #D5-PR
(6) The knowledge base for the regime #D6-KB
(7) Cultural Meaning #D7
REGIME DYNAMICS
Tensions #T #!
Allignments #+
Misallignments #-

NICHE
innovative Technology (inflow or assesment) #NICHE

COMPANY DISCOURS / RESPONSE #DIS
Societal Responsibility of the firm #DIS-SR
Externalizing an issue #DIS-EX
Issues of Structural Change or not/sust #DIS-SC
Sustainability issue #SUS
Self reported Strategies #STRA
trust in policy guidance #DIS-PG
Interpreting the Liberalization #DIS-I-LIB
Important difference with other incumbents #DIFF
OTHER INTERNAL EVENTS
Actions #ACT
outward Lobby activity of the Firm #LOBBY

Internal events #INT

Planning strategy mode $P
Visionary strategy mode $V
Adaptive strategy mode $A
Transformative strategy mode $T
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Table Indicators for Strategy mode
Strategy mode indicators for strategy mode on company levelindicators for strategy mode on company level

Planning 
strategy

the environment is taken as given;
focus on competition / competitive analysis;
the dominant use of systematic analysis;
attempts to predict the market;
the scanning for trends (to extrapolate);
attention to situational detail;
remaining effectively ‘aligned’ with one’s environment;

the rational evaluation of important information;
making commitments that lock in;
integration into a firm’s existing operations;
expected return as criterion for selecting investments;
avoiding of contingencies;
the renewed (prediction) vigor under uncertainty;
the systematic evaluation of alternatives.

Adaptive 
strategy

The environment is considered as given but unpredictable
Avoiding defining future event spaces
Recognizing where the environment is
Following the market
Outmaneuver competitors
Learning by experimenting

The firm learns from environmental feedback
Capturing new opportunities as they appear
Flexible to contingencies
Flexibility & dynamic capabilities
Positioning the firm for quick responses
Focus on resources
Incrementalism

Visionary 
strategy

The environment is considered to be endogenous
Define the future
Creation and colonization of new spaces in the 
environment. 
The organization is taking the market
Set goals; preselected goals, (of imagined future 
possibilities) 
Making strategic projections (prediction of envisioned 
paths)
Evaluation of alternative paths for achieving a vision, 

Planning for means & paths
Pursuit of the means required & selecting means
Resources [are] not currently under control
Seeking support and partners
Increasing company reputation 
(for seeking support or for defining the market)

Transformative 
strategy

Seeking goals
Emphasis on future events they can control
View of the future that they can shape given their means
Plans are deliberately open to change
Using network obtaining input on how to proceed
Getting stakeholders to commit to the construction 
process

Means driven
Focus on prior knowledge, and social network
Focus on unique abilities
Constructing new firm and new market
Affordable loss as criterion for selecting resources and 
investments
Companies seeking alternative uses of resources
Companies leveraging contingencies.

These indicators are derived from the article WHAT TO DO NEXT? THE CASE FOR NON-PREDICTIVE 
STRATEGY  (Wiltbank, et al., 2006)

These indicators are derived from the article WHAT TO DO NEXT? THE CASE FOR NON-PREDICTIVE 
STRATEGY  (Wiltbank, et al., 2006)

These indicators are derived from the article WHAT TO DO NEXT? THE CASE FOR NON-PREDICTIVE 
STRATEGY  (Wiltbank, et al., 2006)
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A Note on bracketing periods
Period I: PNEM/Essent132, Eneco and Nuon were distribution companies in 1995 (EDC’s or ED’s). Apart 

form electricity they were also involved in telecommunications, water, heat or natural gas delivery and waste 
disposal as multi-utility companies. Before 1995 the national government had increased it’s control133 and 
the EDC’s were a result from legislation that obligated splitting the distribution and production of electricity. 
The introduction of market selection mechanisms in the system by the National government was the main 
contribution to the transition in the period between 1995 and 2000. This ‘liberalization’, resulted in the 
process of transformation of government owned Natural monopolies into commercial EDC’s. The new 
legislation introduced a process of rapid growth by consolidation for PNEM/Essent, Eneco and Nuon.  In this 
period competition was present in the wholesale markets and the companies anticipated the competition in 
the customer markets. Although the Europeanization of the sector was anticipated the companies had a 
national scope.
The first period ended when several major processes of this period end and new processes start. National 
consolidation started to halt around 2000. The four remaining EDC’s then accounted for almost 90% of the 
Dutch distribution sector and further growth beyond Dutch borders wasn’t possible because small foreign 
utilities had already been acquired by foreign EC’s like Eon or RWE. 

In period II (2000 - 2005) the process of gradual introduction of market forces gained momentum134. 
Foreign entrants were allowed on the customer markets and wholesale competition continued to be fierce. 
This period is referred to by all three Dutch utilities as a struggle for survival. The scope of the companies in 
this period was European and competition consisted of wholesale competition, financial power competition 
and growth competition. A process of transformation of all EDC’s into vertically integrated Energy 
companies (EC’s) started and was completed in this period.
Period Ii ended when the Dutch government made a final decision on the unbundling issue, an issue that had 
created serious tensions throughout this period between the incumbents and the Dutch government, (see for 
more information on the unbundling issue ‘box unbundling issue’).

The third period, 2006 until 2008, was a period of fundamental choices regarding European regime 
dynamics and the evaluation of new landscape trends for the Dutch energy companies. The EC’s sought for 
means for survival in an European context. Mergers and Privatization were high on the agenda of the Dutch 
EC’s. landscape trends were the continuation of high oil prices, the increased risk perception and the 
dependency of energy sources from unstable regions in the world. This period ended when fundamental 
choices were made by the three incumbents regarding their future; Nuon and Essent chose for international 
mergers and Eneco chose for independency and strategy change. 

In period four (2009 - 2014), the takeover in 2009 of Nuon and of Essent by Vattenfal and RWE 
respectively heralded the Europeanization of the Dutch Electricity sector. Two of the four major EC’s were 
now in possession of foreign companies. RWE is a privatized company and Vattenfal is 100 per cent owned 
by the Swedish state Eneco had decided to stay a Dutch independent EC.
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132 Essent was constituted in 1999 from a merger of EDON, PNEM and MEGA; the year reports of PNEM were used to represent 
Essent in the period from 1995 to 2000
133 The national government had “increased formal powers” over these companies (Verbong 2007:1029)
134 “At the end of 1998 it is the dynamics of the markets that dictate the developments” (AR PNEM 1997)



Table changes in Management

Eneco Essent Nuon

P1 1995 -1999  CEO: W.J. Naeije 1995 - 2000 CEO L.P. de Vries &W.K. 
Wiechers, 

1995 - 2000 CEO Tob Swelheim

P2 2000 - 2005 CEO R. Blom 2002 new Board of Management

2003 CEO M.A.M. Boersma

2001 - 2008 CEO L.M.J. van Halderen
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Time line of Dutch Electricity sector

with courtesy to paulb.wiki@gmail.com
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